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ʊʈɽʅɼʓ éééééééé...ééééééééééééééééééééééé 

Amazon Knows What You Buy. And Itôs Building a Big Ad Business From It. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/20/technology/amazon-ads-advertising.html 

SEATTLE ð When a chain of physical therapy centers wanted new patients, it aimed online ads at 

people near its offices who had bought knee braces recently on Amazon. 

When a financial services provider wanted to promote its retirement advisory business, it directed ads to 

people in their 40s and 50s who had recently ordered a personal finance book from Amazon. 

And when a major credit card company wanted new customers, it targeted people who used cards from 

other banks on the retail site. 

The advertisers found those people by using Amazonôs advertising services, which leverage what the 

company knows better than anyone: consumersô online buying habits. 

ñAmazon has really straightforward database ð they know what I buy,ò said Daniel Knijnik, co-founder of 

Quartile Digital, an Amazon-focused ad agency that oversaw the ads for the clinics and retirement 

services. ñFor an advertiser, thatôs a dream.ò 

Ads sold by Amazon, once a limited offering at the company, can now be considered a third major pillar 

of its business, along with e-commerce and cloud computing. Amazonôs advertising business is worth 

about $125 billion, more than Nike or IBM, Morgan Stanley estimates. At its core are ads placed on 

Amazon.com by makers of toilet paper or soap that want to appear near product search results on the 

site. 

But many ad agencies are particularly excited by another area of advertising that is less obvious to many 

consumers. The company has been steadily expanding its business of selling video or display ads ð the 

square and rectangular ads on sites across the web ð and gaining groundon the industry leaders, 

Google and Facebook. 

In addition to knowing what people buy, Amazon also knows where people live, because they provide 

delivery addresses, and which credit cards they use. It knows how old their children are from their baby 

registries, and who has a cold, right now, from cough syrup ordered for two-hour delivery. And the 

company has been expanding a self-service option for ad agencies and brands to take advantage of its 

data on shoppers. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/20/technology/amazon-ads-advertising.html
https://www.emarketer.com/newsroom/index.php/emarketer-raises-amazon-ad-forecast/
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ñThat is where the insane scale can happen for the business,ò said John Denny, a vice president at 

CAVU Venture Partners, which invests in consumer brands like Bulletproof coffee and Hippeas chickpea 

puffs. 

Major online ad networks offer different ways to target customers. A brand that sells running shirts for 

women might turn to Google to find people who the company believes are female and interested in 

running based on their search and browsing history. The company may turn to Facebook for people in a 

womenôs running group. 

Many of Amazonôs features are similar to those of Google or Facebook, like offering ways to target users 

based on their interests, searches and demographics. But Amazonôs ad system can also remove a lot of 

the guesswork by showing ads to people who have bought the shirts on Amazon.com. 

Advertisers have long run some targeted campaigns through Amazonôs ad network. Many have done 

that by working directly with Amazonôs staff, who would place their orders on their behalf. That option 

has historically been focused on larger brands because it requires a minimum advertising commitment. 

Over time, Amazon has given more advertisers and their agencies access to the self-service system to 

run their own targeting campaigns on and off Amazonôs websites, and at a variety of spending levels. 

Users of the self-service system can choose from hundreds of automated audience segments. Some of 

Amazonôs targeting capabilities are dependent on shopping behaviors, such as ñInternational Market 

Grocery Shopperò and people who have bought ñAcne Treatmentsò in the past month, or household 

demographics, such as ñPresence of children aged 4-6.ò Others are based on the media people 

consume on Amazon, such as ñDenzel Washington Fansò or people who have recently streamed fitness 

and exercise videos on Amazon. The company declined to comment. 

Just the Cheese, a brand run by Specialty Cheese Company in Reeseville, Wis., makes crunchy dried 

cheese bars that have taken off as a low-carb snack. By using algorithms to analyze how Just the 

Cheeseôs search ads performed on Amazonôs site, the ad agency Quartile Digital noticed that people 

who searched for keto snacks and cauliflower pizza crust, both low-carb diet trends, also bought a lot of 

cheese bars. So Quartile ran display ads across the web targeting Amazon customers who had bought 

those two specific product categories. Over three months, Amazon showed the ads on websites more 

than six million times, which resulted in almost 22,000 clicks and more than 4,000 orders. 

That 20 percent conversion rate ð a sale to one out of five people who clicked on the ads ð was 

ñamazing,ò Mr. Knijnik said. ñThat is the kind of powerful granularity for building the target audiences that 

just Amazon can give you.ò 

https://www.facebook.com/business/ads/ad-targeting
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Like other ad networks, Amazon uses cookies and other technical tools to track customers from its site 

onto other websites. They let the company know that a person who recently bought a diet book is now 

reading news on CNN and could be targeted on that site with an ad for a protein bar. Amazon does not 

tell the advertisers who that user is, but it does serve her ads on the brandôs behalf. 

Last year, Amazon released a tool similar to those used by some other ad networks. That tool embeds a 

piece of computer code known as a pixel in ads shown on other sites, and tracks how that particular ad 

placement leads to customers viewing a product on Amazon or buying it outright. 

ñThey want more branding dollars, those TV dollars; that is really part of the reason they launched that 

advertising attribution data,ò said Melissa Burdick, who worked on Amazonôs ad teams before leaving to 

found Pacvue, which provides tools for brands to optimize Amazon ads. 

Aside from shopping habits, consumers give Amazon other information that it uses to aim ads. For 

example, Amazonôs website has a section called ñGarage,ò where customers can submit their carôs make 

and model information to make sure they buy parts that fit. In 2015, Amazon used Garage data to help 

an auto insurer target specific customers, accordingto a case study on its site. Now, on their own, brands 

can choose to show ads to drivers who have an Acura MDX as opposed to people who have an Acura 

TL via Amazonôs ad portal. 

Amazon has slowly been developing ways for brands to target their own customers and shoppers, like 

other ad networks have offered for a while. Advertisers can upload their own customer lists, which 

Amazon matches with its database, and then show ads to those customers, or other people Amazonôs 

algorithms determine are similar. 

Mr. Denny of CAVU Venture Partners pointed to one of his firmôs investments, One Brands, which sells 

protein bars on Amazon. The company can retarget customers who looked at the product page for its 

birthday cake-flavored bars, as well as so-called look-alike audiences that lets One Brands find 

consumers whose shopping behavior Amazon has determined is similar to people who have bought the 

bars before. 

It not only finds those customers, but Amazon automatically shows different ads to different people 

based on their shopping behavior. People who do a lot of research on products may see an ad that 

features positive product reviews, whereas those who have signed up for regular deliveries of other 

products in the past might see an ad offering a discount for those who ñSubscribe & Save.ò 

https://www.amazon.com/adlp/amazonattribution?ref_=pm_A20M_blog_082418&tab=Overview
https://advertising.amazon.com/learn/case-studies/auto-insurance?ref=a20m_us_cslbry_dspfin
https://advertising.amazon.com/resources/ad-specs/en/ecommerce
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ñEarly tests are showing this is insanely powerful,ò Mr. Denny said. ñThey can do this and nobody else 

can come close.ò 

Sapna Maheshwari contributed reporting from New York. 

 

The ad industry continues its quest toward fewer cookies and more consistent 

user IDs 

The IAB Tech Lab's DigiTrust and the Advertising ID Consortium chart different, but intersecting, paths 

toward the goal of an industry-wide identity resolution. 

https://martechtoday.com/the-ad-industry-continues-its-quest-toward-fewer-cookies-and-more-

consistent-user-ids-229754 

In the real world, everyone can taste a cookie. But, in the world of web browsers, only the domain that 

drops a cookie ð a small identifying text file ð into a userôs browser can read that cookie. 

That fact ð and the dominance of ñwalled gardensò like Facebook, Amazon and Google ð has led to 

two major initiatives to create a user ID around a single cookie: the Advertising ID Consortium and the 

Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) Tech Labôs DigiTrust. Though separate, they share a central goal: 

avoiding the complicated process of cookie matching and improving the speed at which ads load. 

How cookie syncing works 

If Site A sends a cookie to a visitorôs browser, for instance, only Site A can read that cookie. Site B and 

Advertiser A both create and deposit their own cookies, but they cannot read Site Aôs or each othersô. 

As a result, demand side platforms (DSPs), data management platforms (DMPs), supply side platforms 

(SSPs) and others need to sync their cookies to each other ð so they know when they are dealing with 

the same user for ad targeting. 

Letôs say a visitor goes to a website that serves ads. The website sends an ad request to a DSP, which 

drops into the visitorôs browser its third-party cookie that contains the DSPôs ID for that visitor. 

The DSP also calls to a DMP for targeting info, and includes its DSP visitor ID in the call. The DMP 

creates its own cookie for the visitorôs browser, or sees if it already has one there. Its cookie contains its 

own DMP ID, which it now matches to the DSPôs cookie/ID. 

https://martechtoday.com/the-ad-industry-continues-its-quest-toward-fewer-cookies-and-more-consistent-user-ids-229754
https://martechtoday.com/the-ad-industry-continues-its-quest-toward-fewer-cookies-and-more-consistent-user-ids-229754
https://www.adidentity.org/
http://www.digitru.st/
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Similarly, the DSP matches its cookie/ID to the DMPôs. The DSP and DMP then also exchange cookie-

matching tables in large batch files at specific times, such as once daily. 

This cookie syncing allows an advertiser to retarget a visitor with an ad for blue sneakers when they go 

to a new site, for instance, after earlier looking at a product page for blue sneakers on a previous site. 

The problem with cookie syncing 

That this system works at all, much less in a few fractions of a second, is remarkable. But it has several 

key flaws. 

First of all, every part of the ad ecosystem has to cookie-match with every other part, which represents a 

tremendous amount of data updating overhead. 

Second, the cookie match rate is not perfect. Match rates of about 60 percent are considered decent, but 

this means about 40 percent or more of all users are not matched in a given pass by a given ad tech 

vendor. This greatly diminishes the accuracy of targeted marketing. 

Third, while the matching is done within fractions of a second, it can delay the prompt loading of a page 

with its ads, thus potentially affecting user experience. 

ñThe key area in which publishers lack control,ò says DigiTrust on its web site, ñis in all the third-party 

requests from ID syncs.ò A typical publisherôs web page can receive dozens ð if not a hundred or more 

ð third-party requests, including many for syncs. 

ñIf we eliminate the need for ID syncs, then publishers can take back control of their pages and only let 

the vendors they trust appear on their websites,ò says DigiTrust. 

Fourth, cookies are used only in web browser environments, and there are serious limitations on third-

party cookies ð like those from DSPs and DMPs ð in mobile web browsers. 

And, finally, login-based massive platforms like Facebook donôt have this problem within their 

environments. Since they track logins, they can accurately track users within these ñwalled gardensò ð 

but, outside, itôs a mess of cookies. 

The Advertising ID Consortium 

Because of these issues, a variety of ad tech players decided they were tired of letting the big walled 

gardens have all the fun, while they were left to endlessly sync up all those cookies. 
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In 2017, the Advertising ID Consortium was born, initially founded by LiveRamp, MediaMath and 

AppNexus. While the impetus was doing away with all this cookie syncing and finding a common ID, the 

mission now includes the idea of ñpeople-basedò identity across all devices, based on the IdentityLink 

solution from identity resolution provider LiveRamp. 

IdentityLink connects a variety of datasets about millions of users, including offline data, to create an 

anonymized profile of a single user that is based on the idea that a real person is living in the real world 

and online. 

The Consortium has now focused on using a few cookies, notably ones from DSP The Trade Desk, from 

ad tech platform AppNexus and from the non-profit initiative, DigiTrust. The identifiers in those cookies 

are made available to a publisherôs exchange partners through the Index Exchangeôs header wrapper, 

so individual cookies do not need to be read. Participating organizations can also connect the identifiers 

to the IdentityLink ID, in order to track a user across channels. 

The IAB Tech Labôs DigiTrust 

DigiTrust, a non-profit collaboration of ad tech platforms and publishers that became part of the 

Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) Tech Lab last year, is participating with the Consortium but also has 

its own ecosystem. 

It issues a cookie whose identifier can be read by participating companies through the DigiTrust ID via 

API. Additionally, the same DigiTrust cookie can be issued by a given web site from JavaScript on the 

siteôs pages, allowing that cookie to be considered first-party by browsers. 

The DigiTrust cookie contains an encrypted token that provides an identifier for the user, which can 

include the userôs preferences for consent. Both DigiTrust and the Consortium say that they comply with 

the European Unionôs General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 

DigiTrust claims it has close to 100 percent accuracy in identifying a user, a much more accurate rate 

than what is available through cookie matching. And, of course, that is comparable to the 100 percent 

recognition in Facebook, Google and other walled gardens. 

While the Consortium intends to provide cross-device, cross-channel identification, DigiTrust founder 

and IAB Tech Lab SVP of Membership and Operations Jordan Mitchell told me his organizationôs 

immediate interest is the web browser. But he allowed that DigiTrust might, someday, extend its identifier 

to non-web devices. 

https://martechtoday.com/liveramps-identitylink-acts-centerpiece-new-identity-consortium-198117
https://marketingland.com/why-mediamath-unjoined-the-ad-id-consortium-243448
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Audience coverage 

Currently, DigiTrust has about 50 platforms ð such as DSPs, DMPs or SSPs ïparticipating in its 

initiative, Mitchell said, plus ñmillionsò of publisher websites. Overall, he said, DigiTrustôs cookies reach 

about 95 percent of the globe in terms of ad volume and about 65 percent of users. 

ñBut it takes a long time for platforms to change their relianceò on their legacy systems, he said, so 

DigiTrustôs approach has not yet reached its potential. 

The Consortium is backed by more than a dozen ad platforms. While it didnôt provide its coverage stats, 

Mitchell told me ñitôs pretty clearò that DigiTrust has a ñmuch greaterò audience coverage than the 

Consortium. 

 

Native Advertising: The New Pillar Of Digital 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesagencycouncil/2019/01/24/native-advertising-the-new-pillar-of-

digital/#32fb48a85e0e 

Since their inception, Facebook and Google have been at the forefront of internet trends. 

One industry most radically affected by Google and Facebook's growing spheres of influence is 

advertising. Together, they account for about 63% of U.S. digital ad spend. 

Part of the reason this method of advertising has become so popular is that Google and Facebook 

eliminate the need for a traditional agency. Because advertising is built right into the platforms, which 

many people already use, it's easily accessible. However, with no traditional agency involved, it can be 

much more difficult for advertisers to compete at a meaningful level. 

One way to reach new audiences is through native advertising, but many still don't know what it is or how 

it can be used to benefit their brand. As someone who runs a native advertising platform for media 

buyers, I'd like to break it down for you. 

A New Kind Of Ad Format 

The internet age has dramatically reshaped the advertising landscape. Where marketing once consisted 

of buying 30-second television spots, marketers must now manage different messages across multiple 

platforms based on real-time analysis of user data. Content expectations have increased tenfold, adding 

to the challenge. 

https://www.emarketer.com/Article/Google-Facebook-Tighten-Grip-on-US-Digital-Ad-Market/1016494
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In 2014, the Interactive Advertising Bureau recognized native ads as a new form of advertising. Native 

advertising has since gained popularity because it is an alternative to display; it's the fastest-growing 

advertising segment, experiencing 35% growth between 2017 and 2018. 

Traditional and programmatic media buying still remain popular advertising models. However, things like 

banner blindness (where users unconsciously ignore banner-like features on a page) and unreliable 

placements can make these models flawed. 

Native ads match the form and function of the existing content on a website or platform. The biggest 

benefit for many is that they are less disruptive than flashy banners or invasive pop-up ads. 

According to research by Roper, 74% of survey participants said they'd "prefer to get information about a 

company in a collection of articles, rather than in an ad." 

Nielsen research shows that traditional methods of advertising are less engaging for younger audiences. 

However, the same research shows that younger audiences are open to advertising content thatôs free 

and that fits in with their mobile lifestyle. 

The Power Of Personalization 

In this digital age, advertisers now need to reach wider, more diverse audiences on a multitude of 

devices and platforms. Why? Because the rise of the internet has also contributed to market 

fragmentation, meaning audiences break into new segments with different preferences and needs. 

Therefore, advertisers can no longer take a "one size fits all" approach to campaigns. Audiences now 

expect companies to create appealing content that fits each market sector. One major trend, especially 

among members of Generation Z, is an increasing expectation for brands to present an authentic 

personality, and personalized ads. So, fragmentation likely isnôt going anywhere. 

Companies like Warby Parker, Blue Apron and Glossier have all created successful marketing 

campaigns using native advertising, despite fragmentation. We can learn valuable lessons from each of 

them. 

For example, Warby Parker created advertorial pieces that appear on various lifestyle websites and 

blogs. The content showcases the brand's stylish glasses and how to wear them, establishing Warby 

Parker as a friendly and customer-focused brand. By creating campaigns that offer value to a targeted 

audience, these ads don't feel overbearing, which is the key to creating genuine connections between 

your customers and brand. 

https://www.emarketer.com/Article/eMarketer-Unveils-Estimates-Native-Ad-Spending/1015457
https://ascendintegratedmedia.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/63402297-Consumers-Attitude-Towards-Custom-Content-2011.pdf#page=3
https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2017/millennials-on-millennials-a-look-at-viewing-behavior-distraction-social-media-stars.html
https://martechtoday.com/report-gen-z-millennials-more-willing-to-give-up-personal-data-in-exchange-for-personalized-experiences-223985
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Blue Apron takes a similar approach by using native ads that appear as "suggested content." The goal is 

to get audiences to read the articles, which are essentially positive reviews of their products. But the 

brand puts a twist on it. To entice readers to click, the ads feature interesting food-based images that 

aren't picture-perfect, so they stand out. And the headlines are attention-grabbing, like "I Tried Blue 

Apron and Here's What Happened." Make your native content blend in with in-feed content, but make it 

stand out by including click-worthy photos and text. 

Native ads should be designed to spark interest and make your audiences want to engage further with 

your brand. The above examples were successful because they didn't just advertise a product; they 

provided value to readers. 

When it comes to approaching native advertising, there are a few things to keep in mind. First, keep an 

eye on trends. Native is one evolution of advertising. What audiences respond to changes with time, so 

it's important to know what your audience likes and values. This includes content, but make sure you 

know what platforms and devices they use, too. This will allow you to better target different 

demographics. 

Also, test different creatives. Testing is one of the most valuable tools you can use in native advertising. 

By carefully monitoring your audiences and click-through rates, you can iterate on what works and 

eliminate what doesn't. 

A Rise In Technology 

Technology is also making it easier for businesses to get started in native advertising. As we know 

firsthand, itôs still going to take time to catch up to giants like Facebook and Google, but native networks 

are growing rapidly. Aside from our own platform, Maximus Live, native ad-buying platforms coming up 

in the space include Brax and The Optimizer, and the most commonly used platforms that you're 

probably already familiar with include Yahoo Gemini, Taboola and Outbrain, which our company works 

with (though they're not exclusive to our platform). 

The most important thing to consider when choosing an ad platform is your needs. Do you prefer a more 

hands-on approach, or do you want to automate? Another thing to consider is how much you'll have to 

learn to get started. Is it worth the financial and time investments? 

Weôve seen that innovative marketing technology and advertising campaigns are key to solving the 

market fragmentation problem. Native advertising is just one advance in technology, and itôs 

understandable that advertisers are still worried about divided markets. Despite these concerns, ad tech, 
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coupled with advertisers rethinking their content strategy, is starting to allow smaller advertisers to catch 

up to shifting audience preferences without Facebook and Google. 

 

Slow pages hurt conversions, but marketers arenôt in a hurry to fix them 

https://marketingland.com/slow-pages-hurt-conversions-but-marketers-arent-in-a-hurry-to-fix-them-

255848 

Faster-loading sites was at the bottom of a list of marketing priorities according to an Unbounce survey. 

Load time matters. Beyond the fact that Google has made page speed a mobile ranking factor, 

consumer behaviors and perceptions are significantly impacted by page load times. 

Thatôs according to a new report from Unbounce. Yet marketers donôt seem to be prioritizing speeding 

up their sites. 

At an industry conference last year, Unbounce tested 188 company sites and landing pages using 

Googleôs ñTest My Siteò tool. The company says only 15 percent of pages met Googleôs five seconds or 

less criteria (on a 3G connection) for mobile page-load times. And nearly 40 percent took at least 11 

seconds to load. 

 

The company then conducted two parallel surveys of consumers and marketers to understand their 

respective attitudes toward page speed. Nearly 75 percent of consumers surveyed said theyôd wait four 

or more seconds for a mobile site to load. However, Google data show that most people abandon sites 

after three seconds if content hasnôt loaded. 

https://marketingland.com/slow-pages-hurt-conversions-but-marketers-arent-in-a-hurry-to-fix-them-255848
https://marketingland.com/slow-pages-hurt-conversions-but-marketers-arent-in-a-hurry-to-fix-them-255848
https://searchengineland.com/google-speed-update-page-speed-will-become-ranking-factor-mobile-search-289904
https://unbounce.com/page-speed-report/
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Trading features for speed. The majority of survey respondents indicated that slow-loading sites would 

negatively affect their willingness to buy and even return to the particular site. Surprisingly, women were 

more impatient than men in this regard. 

 

Interestingly a majority of consumers said they wanted faster-loading sites even it meant giving up 

animations, video and images. The good news for brands and publishers is that most consumers were 

more inclined to blame their ISP (50.5 percent) than the site itself (34.2 percent). 

In Unbounceôs parallel marketer survey, 81 percent of respondents said slow load times impacted their 

conversion rates. Yet the data also show that improving page speed is at the bottom of the priority list. 

This, despite the fact that most marketer-respondents aspired to a two to three second load time. 
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For those actively trying to improve page speed, the following were the tactics and tools utilized (in rank 

order): 

Optimizing images and video files 

Improving caching and hosting 

Running speed audits, using Google Lighthouse or other tools. 

Reducing dependence on JavaScript and CSS. 

Building Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP) 

Using a Content Delivery Network 

Itôs worth calling out that 22 percent of the survey sample were marketers using AMP in any capacity. 

Why marketers should care. Marketers are consumers too and experience poor mobile site 

experiences routinely. But the fact that improving load times was a low priority item implies that the multi-

faceted nature of improving site performance is an inhibitor against taking action. In addition, most 

marketers probably donôt know the actual opportunity cost of not improving site speed. This survey hints 

at what that might be. 
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The rapid advancement of machine learning capabilities 

https://www.smartbrief.com/original/2019/01/rapid-advancement-machine-learning-

capabilities?utm_source=brief 

Machine learning has already captured the industryôs attention and driven rapid changes in ad 

technology, which is the least it could do given the amount of hype it has received. What's even more 

fascinating, though, is that the pace of the ML revolution is only increasing, and the real change has 

barely begun. Smart use of ML is now a differentiator and competitive advantage, but it is about to 

become an absolute requirement to remaining relevant in ad tech. 

While there continues to be breakthroughs in core ML research, it is not the academic vanguard that is 

driving rapid change in our industry, but rather the broadening base of knowledge among nonspecialist 

engineers. Just a few years ago machine learning was largely restricted to a small group of experts -- a 

handful of Ph.D.s from a handful of top universities. The ML bottleneck for most ad tech companies was 

not technology but the recruiting and retention of this rare talent. Since then, simpler developer tools and 

frameworks have emerged, making it easier for non-specialists to build ML solutions. Along with that, a 

new wave of learning resources -- online courses, training programs, boot camps, etc. -- have cropped 

up, all targeted toward general enterprise developers. 

Yet even as the tools get simpler, and the courses get better, becoming effective at solving real-world 

problems with machine learning still doesnôt happen overnight. I know because I have been doing it 

myself. These days I am a VP of Product Management. I havenôt been a professional, hands-on software 

developer in 15 years. But I wanted to learn ML and so I dove into the deep end, head first. I needed to 

brush up on some math I forgot or never took in school. (Tip for a wild and crazy weekend: MITôs online 

linear algebra course!) In a little while I found I was learning key concepts of ML and soon, I was able to 

solve small, but real problems. I figured that if I could learn this stuff, then the smart real engineers at my 

company could learn it better and faster. We launched an internal program for our engineers called 

ñMLSquaredò to address this need. This has proven useful for us because nine months later we have 

dozens of engineers with real ML skills applying them to some of the most pressing problems in the 

company. 

Other companies are making similar efforts to bolster their core engineer knowledge around ML. 

Additionally, the tools and training options have been getting better thus easing the process. And now 

that some time has passed and that group of engineers, people who had not specialized in machine 

learning at school, but have since been picking up the skills, is getting to a critical mass. The bottleneck 

of talent is loosening fast. This is a breakthrough! 

https://www.smartbrief.com/original/2019/01/rapid-advancement-machine-learning-capabilities?utm_source=brief
https://www.smartbrief.com/original/2019/01/rapid-advancement-machine-learning-capabilities?utm_source=brief
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Suddenly, a lack of resources stemming from limited expertise is no longer an issue and the long list of 

ML-based projects that had been on the back burner will be able to move forward. It wonôt just be the few 

top projects that can be prioritized, based on a small, elite ML teamôs capacity, but ML can be applied to 

all sorts of projects across the board. 

Ad technology is data-heavy. Many of its core issues boil down to optimization problems or pattern 

identification problems, two areas at which machine learning excels. How much is this impression worth? 

Who might like to buy it? Is it likely to be fraud? What is this creative about? Is it appropriate? How 

should I package my inventory? What floors should I set? Etc. 

The list of challenges is endless. But with a new generation of ML engineers rapidly emerging, the wait 

for new solutions to appear on the road map wonôt be. 

 

BRAND SAFETY ..éééé...ééééééééééééééééééééééé 

YouTube Says Its Platform Is Now 'Brand Safe' 

https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/330852/youtube-says-its-platform-is-now-brand-safe.html 

TV networks depend heavily on big brand marketing companies. Can you imagine if a major TV 

consumer marketer balked at buying a big broadcast network for two years, due to content issues? 

That canôt happen. The 50 biggest TV network advertisers need scale and reach. 

But AT&T has no problem doing it with perhaps the biggest digital video player: YouTube. It 

stopped advertising on YouTube in 2017 because its advertising appeared next to videos promoting 

hate speech, terrorism and other disturbing content. 

AT&T was among the first companies to stop paying to advertise on YouTube, saying it wouldnôt return 

until changes were made. They have ð and AT&T is back. 

YouTube has since introduced a series of changes aimed at making the platform ñbrand safe.ò 

Conversely, major TV networks would never take such an action for any extended period -- not even for 

a week.  

https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/330852/youtube-says-its-platform-is-now-brand-safe.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/18/business/media/att-youtube-advertising.html
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Some unexpected content on a questionable reality show, say on MTV? Sure, TV advertisers will depart. 

But they never really go away. You can typically find them buying programming on other MTV or Viacom 

network shows. 

As for those advertisers that didnôt like what Tucker Carlson said on Fox News about immigrants? No 

problem. Fox runs their ads or makegoods elsewhere on the network --  other opinion-oriented prime-

time fare or more straightforward daytime news content. 

Even then, some advertisers that are dropping highly rated controversial national TV shows in specific 

instances will, at times, still find their way back. 

Is it comparing apples and oranges -- especially when it comes to monitoring content? A couple of dozen 

shows on a traditional TV networks can be easy to examine versus millions of YouTube videos. 

YouTube now says it has a better way to monitor videos with more human and automated oversight. It 

hasnôt gone into detail. 

For years now, big digital video platforms have assured ñbrand safeò content for TV advertisers, only to 

see major snafus pop up. 

Is this just the new normal? 

 

ɺʀɼɽʆʈɽʂʃɸʄɸ éééé...ééééééééééééééééééééééé 

Mediascope ʟʘʧʫʩʪʠʣʘ ʩʝʨʚʠʩ ʜʣʷ ʘʥʘʣʠʟʘ ʦʥʣʘʡʥ-ʚʠʜʝʦʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ 

ʀʥʪʝʨʘʢʪʠʚʥʳʡ ʜʵʰʙʦʨʜ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʷʝʪ ʘʥʘʣʠʟʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ ʦʙʲʝʤʳ ʠ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʶ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʭ ʨʘʟʤʝʱʝʥʠʡ 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/mediascope-zapustila-servis-dlya-analiza-onlajn-videoreklamy-

35216.html 

ʂʦʤʧʘʥʠʷ Mediascope ʟʘʧʫʩʪʠʣʘ ʠʥʪʝʨʘʢʪʠʚʥʳʡ ʜʵʰʙʦʨʜ ʜʣʷ ʨʘʙʦʪʳ ʩ ʜʘʥʥʳʤʠ ʤʦʥʠʪʦʨʠʥʛʘ 

ʚʠʜʝʦʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʚ ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪʝ. ʅʦʚʳʡ ʠʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪ ʧʦʤʦʛʘʝʪ ʘʥʘʣʠʟʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ ʜʝʩʢʪʦʧʥʳʝ in-stream 

ʨʘʟʤʝʱʝʥʠʷ ʚ ʫʜʦʙʥʦʤ ʠ ʬʫʥʢʮʠʦʥʘʣʴʥʦʤ ʠʥʪʝʨʬʝʡʩʝ. 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/mediascope-zapustila-servis-dlya-analiza-onlajn-videoreklamy-35216.html
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/mediascope-zapustila-servis-dlya-analiza-onlajn-videoreklamy-35216.html
https://promo-videoad.mediascope.net/
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ʀʥʪʝʨʘʢʪʠʚʥʳʡ ʜʵʰʙʦʨʜ ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʣʷʝʪ ʩʦʙʦʡ ʦʥʣʘʡʥ-ʩʝʨʚʠʩ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʧʨʝʜʦʩʪʘʚʣʷʝʪ 

ʨʝʢʣʘʤʦʜʘʪʝʣʷʤ, ʘʛʝʥʪʩʪʚʘʤ ʠ ʧʣʦʱʘʜʢʘʤ ʜʦʩʪʫʧ ʢ ʜʘʥʥʳʤ ʤʦʥʠʪʦʨʠʥʛʘ ʚʠʜʝʦʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ 

Mediascope ʠ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʷʝʪ ʘʥʘʣʠʟʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ ʦʙʲʝʤʳ ʠ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʶ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʭ ʨʘʟʤʝʱʝʥʠʡ. 

ɸʥʘʣʠʟ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʝʥ ʧʦ ʚʩʝʤ ʦʙʲʝʢʪʘʤ ʤʦʥʠʪʦʨʠʥʛʘ (ʨʝʢʣʘʤʦʜʘʪʝʣʷʤ, ʙʨʝʥʜʘʤ, ʪʦʚʘʨʥʳʤ 

ʢʘʪʝʛʦʨʠʷʤ, ʩʘʡʪʘʤ, ʧʣʝʝʨʘʤ ʠ ʜʨ.) ʩ ʚʳʙʦʨʦʤ ʛʝʦʛʨʘʬʠʠ ʠ ʩʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʦ-ʜʝʤʦʛʨʘʬʠʯʝʩʢʠʭ 

ʧʘʨʘʤʝʪʨʦʚ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʠ. 

ɼʵʰʙʦʨʜ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʷʝʪ ʩʦʩʪʘʚʠʪʴ ʦʙʟʦʨ ʢʘʢ ʧʦ ʚʩʝʤʫ ʨʳʥʢʫ in-stream ʚʠʜʝʦʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʥʘ ʜʝʢʩʪʦʧʘʭ 

ʚ ʮʝʣʦʤ, ʪʘʢ ʠ ʧʦ ʦʪʜʝʣʴʥʳʤ ʠʛʨʦʢʘʤ, ʙʨʝʥʜʘʤ ʠ ʧʣʦʱʘʜʢʘʤ, ʧʨʦʚʦʜʠʪʴ ʢʦʥʢʫʨʝʥʪʥʦʝ ʩʨʘʚʥʝʥʠʝ 

ʨʝʢʣʘʤʦʜʘʪʝʣʝʡ. 

ʂʘʢ ʨʘʙʦʪʘʝʪ ʤʦʥʠʪʦʨʠʥʛ ʚʠʜʝʦʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʚ ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪʝ 

ʄʦʥʠʪʦʨʠʥʛ Mediascope ʦʩʥʦʚʘʥ ʥʘ ʩʙʦʨʝ ʠ ʦʙʨʘʙʦʪʢʝ ʤʝʪʘʜʘʥʥʳʭ (ʚʩʝ ʬʘʡʣʳ VAST XML 2.0, 

VAST XML 3.0 ʚ ʪ. ʯ. ʩ ʩʦʜʝʨʞʠʤʳʤ VPAID ʠ ʬʘʡʣʳ JSON ʜʣʷ ivi, mail.ru) ʦ ʚʠʜʝʦʨʝʢʣʘʤʝ 

ʩ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʩʧʝʮʠʘʣʴʥʦʛʦ ʇʆ ʥʘ ʢʦʤʧʴʶʪʝʨʘʭ / ʥʦʫʪʙʫʢʘʭ ʨʝʩʧʦʥʜʝʥʪʦʚ ʠʩʩʣʝʜʦʚʘʥʠʷ Web-Index 

(user-centric ʧʘʥʝʣʴ). ʄʦʥʠʪʦʨʠʥʛ ʧʨʦʠʟʚʦʜʠʪʩʷ ʥʘ ʚʩʝʭ ʩʘʡʪʘʭ ʩ ʚʠʜʝʦʢʦʥʪʝʥʪʦʤ. ɼʣʷ ʩʘʡʪʘ 

youtube.com ʩʙʦʨ ʧʨʦʠʩʭʦʜʠʪ ʥʝʧʦʩʨʝʜʩʪʚʝʥʥʦ ʚ ʧʣʘʛʠʥʝ ʥʘ ʦʩʥʦʚʘʥʠʠ ʘʥʘʣʠʟʘ URL. ɺ ʨʘʤʢʘʭ 

ʤʦʥʠʪʦʨʠʥʛʘ ʦʥʣʘʡʥ-ʚʠʜʝʦʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʷ ʩʘʤʦʩʪʦʷʪʝʣʴʥʦ ʩʦʙʠʨʘʝʪ ʜʘʥʥʳʝ 

ʦ ʚʠʜʝʦʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʭ ʨʘʟʤʝʱʝʥʠʷʭ, ʙʝʟ ʫʯʘʩʪʠʷ ʧʣʦʱʘʜʦʢ ʠ ʘʛʝʥʪʩʪʚ. 
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All advertisers can now buy Googleôs 15-second non-skippable video ads 

The ads were previously available only to advertisers who buy ads through Google Preferred and by 

reservation. 

https://marketingland.com/all-advertisers-can-now-buy-googles-15-second-non-skippable-video-ads-

255739 

Google announced Tuesday that it will make 15-second non-skippable video ads available to all 

advertisers, not just those buying through the YouTube reservation process and its premium Google 

https://marketingland.com/all-advertisers-can-now-buy-googles-15-second-non-skippable-video-ads-255739
https://marketingland.com/all-advertisers-can-now-buy-googles-15-second-non-skippable-video-ads-255739
https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/9228637
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Preferred network of top YouTube channels. The 15-second spot is Googleôs most popular video ad 

format and is expected to be fully available across Google properties, including YouTube, in the coming 

weeks. 

ñToday weôre expanding access to advertisers running auction campaigns,ò Ali Miller, product manager, 

video ads for Google, said in a blog post announcing the change. 

Why you should care 

Despite years of brand safety concerns, video ads arenôt going anywhere. In 2018, advertisers spent 

$27.82 billion, up 30 percent from the prior year, according to eMarketer, accounting for 25 percent of 

overall U.S. digital ad spending. 

ñRecognizing that advertisers should have access to the full range of creative options regardless of how 

they buy ï whether in advance via reservation or in the Google Ads auction ï weôre bringing non-

skippable 15-second ads to Google Ads and Display and Video 360, across YouTube and Google video 

partners. Meanwhile, we continue to have protections in our ad system to cap the number of ads a user 

sees, to ensure users have a great experience while watching YouTube,ò Miller said. 

YouTube is well known for its skippable TrueView ad formats in which advertisers pay only when a 

viewer watches at least 30 seconds of an ad or to completion when ads are shorter than 30 seconds. 

These ads also have performance elements such as calls-to-action baked in. The more traditional non-

skippable in-stream ads can be valuable for branding and reach and for advertisers who want to re-

purpose existing creative designed for television and other non-skippable environments. 

More about the news 

YouTube will continue to cap the number of ads a user sees, according to Miller. 

Advertisers can check their Google Ads or Display and Video 360 accounts to see if the new feature has 

rolled out to them yet, or get more information at Googleôs Help Center. 

Advertisers will need to create separate campaigns for non-skippable ads.  

https://marketingland.com/youtube-ads-found-on-extremist-content-channels-reigniting-companys-brand-safety-issues-238748
https://www.emarketer.com/content/video-swells-to-25-of-us-digital-ad-spending
https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/2375497
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MOBILE ééééééé.é....ééééééééééééééééééééééé 

çʆʜʥʦʢʣʘʩʩʥʠʢʠè ʥʘʨʘʩʪʠʣʠ ʜʦʭʦʜʳ ʦʪ ʤʦʙʠʣʴʥʦʡ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʥʘ 80% 

ʉʦʮʩʝʪʴ ʧʦʜʚʝʣʘ ʠʪʦʛʠ 2018 ʛʦʜʘ ʧʦ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʠ ʠ ʢʣʶʯʝʚʳʤ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʘʤ 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/ok-35335.html 

ʉʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʘʷ ʩʝʪʴ çʆʜʥʦʢʣʘʩʩʥʠʢʠè ʧʦʜʚʝʣʘ ʠʪʦʛʠ ʛʦʜʘ ʧʦ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʠ ʠ ʢʣʶʯʝʚʳʤ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʘʤ. 

ɺ 2018 ʛʦʜʫ ʧʨʦʜʦʣʞʠʣʩʷ ʨʦʩʪ ʢʣʶʯʝʚʳʭ ʥʘʧʨʘʚʣʝʥʠʡ ʙʠʟʥʝʩʘ ð ʪʘʢʠʭ, ʢʘʢ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʘ, ʠʛʨʳ, 

ʤʦʙʠʣʴʥʦʝ ʧʦʪʨʝʙʣʝʥʠʝ ʠ ʚʠʜʝʦ, ʩʦʦʙʱʠʣʠ ʚ ʧʨʝʩʩ-ʩʣʫʞʙʝ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʠ. 

ʄʦʙʠʣʴʥʘʷ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʷ ʧʨʦʜʦʣʞʠʣʘ ʨʘʩʪʠ: ʚ 2018 ʛʦʜʫ ʯʠʩʣʦ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ, ʧʦʩʝʱʘʶʱʠʭ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʴ 

ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʩ ʤʦʙʠʣʴʥʳʭ ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚ (mobile only), ʚʧʝʨʚʳʝ ʧʨʝʦʜʦʣʝʣʦ ʦʪʤʝʪʢʫ 35 ʤʣʥ ʯʝʣʦʚʝʢ 

ʚ ʤʝʩʷʮ. 

ɺ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʠ ʧʨʦʜʦʣʞʠʣʠ ʨʘʟʚʠʚʘʪʴ ʠʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪʳ ʜʣʷ ʨʘʟʥʳʭ ʪʠʧʦʚ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʦʜʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʠ ʚʝʨʪʠʢʘʣʝʡ 

ʙʠʟʥʝʩʘ: ʢʘʢ ʧʝʨʬʦʤʘʥʩ-ʬʦʨʤʘʪʳ, ʪʘʢ ʠ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʠ ʜʣʷ ʦʭʚʘʪʥʳʭ ʢʘʤʧʘʥʠʡ. ɺ ʯʘʩʪʥʦʩʪʠ, 

ʫʩʧʝʰʥʦ ʤʦʥʝʪʠʟʠʨʦʚʘʣʠʩʴ ʰʦʫ ʠʟ ʩʦʙʩʪʚʝʥʥʦʡ ʣʠʥʝʡʢʠ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʠ: ʚ ʢʦʥʪʝʥʪ ʙʳʣʠ ʠʥʪʝʛʨʠʨʦʚʘʥʳ 

ʢʨʫʧʥʳʝ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʦʜʘʪʝʣʠ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʪʘʢʠʤ ʦʙʨʘʟʦʤ ʧʨʦʚʝʣʠ ʫʩʧʝʰʥʳʝ ʦʭʚʘʪʥʳʝ ʢʘʤʧʘʥʠʠ 

ʚ ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪʝ. 

ɺ ʮʝʣʦʤ ʚʳʨʫʯʢʘ ʆʂ ʦʪ ʚʠʜʝʦʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʚʳʨʦʩʣʘ ʙʦʣʝʝ ʯʝʤ ʚ 2,5 ʨʘʟʘ, ʘ ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʦʪ ʘʫʪʩʪʨʠʤ-

ʨʘʟʤʝʱʝʥʠʡ ð ʙʦʣʝʝ ʯʝʤ ʥʘ 85%. ɺʤʝʩʪʝ ʩ ʨʦʩʪʦʤ ʤʦʙʠʣʴʥʦʡ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʠ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʠ ʧʨʦʜʦʣʞʠʣʩʷ 

ʠ ʨʦʩʪ ʜʦʭʦʜʦʚ ʦʪ ʤʦʙʠʣʴʥʦʡ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ð ʙʦʣʝʝ ʯʝʤ ʥʘ 80% ʟʘ ʛʦʜ. ɺʳʨʫʯʢʠ ʦʪ ʘʫʪʩʪʨʠʤ-ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ 

ʚʳʨʦʩʣʘ ʙʦʣʝʝ ʯʝʤ ʥʘ 85%. 

ʇʦʢʘʟʘʣʠ ʨʦʩʪ ʠ ʪʘʢʠʝ ʥʘʧʨʘʚʣʝʥʠʷ ʢʘʢ ʤʦʙʠʣʴʥʳʝ ʠʛʨʳ, ʧʨʦʜʘʞʘ ʪʦʚʘʨʦʚ ʠʟ ʂʠʪʘʷ 

ʠ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʝ ʤʘʣʦʛʦ ʠ ʩʨʝʜʥʝʛʦ ʙʠʟʥʝʩʘ. ʀʛʨʦʚʘʷ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʘ ʆʂ ʟʘ ʛʦʜ ʚʳʧʣʘʪʠʣʘ 

ʨʘʟʨʘʙʦʪʯʠʢʘʤ ʠʛʨ ʙʦʣʝʝ 3,2 ʤʣʨʜ ʨʫʙʣʝʡ, ʠʛʨʦʚʘʷ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʷ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʠ ʧʨʝʚʳʩʠʣʘ 17 ʤʣʥ 

ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ. ʄʘʨʢʝʪʧʣʝʡʩ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʙʳʣ ʦʪʢʨʳʪ ʚ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʠ ʚ ʘʧʨʝʣʝ, ʢ ʢʦʥʮʫ ʛʦʜʘ ʥʘʙʨʘʣ 

ʚʥʫʰʠʪʝʣʴʥʫʶ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʶ ð ʚ ʩʨʝʜʥʝʤ ʝʛʦ ʧʦʩʝʱʘʶʪ ʙʦʣʝʝ 5,5 ʤʣʥ ʯʝʣʦʚʝʢ ʚ ʤʝʩʷʮ. 

ɸ ʩʦʙʩʪʚʝʥʥʘʷ ʩʠʩʪʝʤʘ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʷ ʧʫʙʣʠʢʘʮʠʡ, ʢʦʪʦʨʘʷ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʦ ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʣʘʩʴ ʤʘʣʳʤʠ 

ʠ ʩʨʝʜʥʠʤʠ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʷʤʠ, ʟʘ ʧʦʣʛʦʜʘ ʨʘʙʦʪʳ ʫʚʝʣʠʯʠʣʘ ʜʦʭʦʜʳ ʚ ʜʚʘ ʨʘʟʘ. 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/odnoklassniki-zapustili-marketplejs-kitajskikh-tovarov-31411.html
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/odnoklassniki-predlozhili-novuyu-sistemu-prodvizheniya-postov-30251.html
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ɺ 2018 ʛʦʜʫ ʨʦʩʣʘ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʴ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʠ ʚ ʩʦʟʜʘʥʠʠ ʠ ʧʦʪʨʝʙʣʝʥʠʠ ʢʦʥʪʝʥʪʘ, ʢʦʤʤʫʥʠʢʘʮʠʠ 

ʩ ʜʨʫʟʴʷʤʠ ʠ ʙʣʠʟʢʠʤʠ. ʊʨʘʜʠʮʠʦʥʥʳʡ ʨʦʩʪ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʣʘ ʚʠʜʝʦʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʘ ʆʂ: ʨʦʣʠʢʠ ʠ ʪʨʘʥʩʣʷʮʠʠ 

ʥʘʙʠʨʘʶʪ ʚ ʩʫʪʢʠ ʫʞʝ ʙʦʣʝʝ 700 ʤʣʥ ʧʨʦʩʤʦʪʨʦʚ, ʘ ʩʨʝʜʥʝʝ ʚʨʝʤʷ ʩʤʦʪʨʝʥʠʷ ʫʚʝʣʠʯʠʣʦʩʴ ʟʘ ʛʦʜ 

ʥʘ 20%. ʇʨʠ ʵʪʦʤ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʠ ʥʝ ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʩʤʦʪʨʝʣʠ, ʥʦ ʠ ʩʘʤʠ ʩʦʟʜʘʚʘʣʠ ʙʦʣʴʰʝ ʢʦʥʪʝʥʪʘ. 

ɿʘ ʛʦʜ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʠ ʩʪʘʣʠ ʚ 13 ʨʘʟ ʯʘʱʝ ʦʪʧʨʘʚʣʷʪʴ ʜʨʫʛ ʜʨʫʛʫ ʩʪʠʢʝʨʳ ʠ ʚ 7 ʨʘʟ ʯʘʱʝ ð 

ʟʚʦʥʠʪʴ. ɺ ʩʫʪʢʠ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʠ ʩʦʚʝʨʰʘʶʪ ʙʦʣʝʝ 2,2 ʤʣʥ ʟʚʦʥʢʦʚ. 

ɸʥʪʦʥ ʌʝʜʯʠʥ, ʨʫʢʦʚʦʜʠʪʝʣʴ ʩʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʦʡ ʩʝʪʠ çʆʜʥʦʢʣʘʩʩʥʠʢʠè: 

"2018 ʛʦʜ ʩʪʘʣ ʜʣʷ ʥʘʩ ʛʦʜʦʤ ʵʢʩʧʝʨʠʤʝʥʪʦʚ. ʇʨʦʜʦʣʞʘʷ ʨʦʩʪ ʢʣʶʯʝʚʳʭ ʥʘʧʨʘʚʣʝʥʠʡ ʙʠʟʥʝʩʘ ð 

ʪʘʢʠʭ, ʢʘʢ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʘ, ʠʛʨʳ, ʤʦʙʠʣʴʥʦʝ ʧʦʪʨʝʙʣʝʥʠʝ ʠ ʚʠʜʝʦ, ʤʳ ʚ ʪʦ ʞʝ ʚʨʝʤʷ ʫʜʝʣʠʣʠ ʤʥʦʛʦ 

ʚʥʠʤʘʥʠʷ ʨʘʟʚʠʪʠʶ ʥʦʚʳʭ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪʦʚ. ɺ ʯʘʩʪʥʦʩʪʠ, ʩʤʝʩʪʠʣʠ ʬʦʢʫʩ ʩ ʥʘʪʠʚʥʳʭ ʤʦʙʠʣʴʥʳʭ ʠʛʨ 

ʥʘ HTML5 ʧʨʦʝʢʪʳ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʟʘ ʛʦʜ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʣʠ ʨʦʩʪ ʠ ʧʦ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʠ, ʠ ʧʦ ʟʘʨʘʙʦʪʢʫ. ʇʦʣʥʦʮʝʥʥʦ 

ʟʘʧʫʩʪʠʣʠ ʥʘʧʨʘʚʣʝʥʠʝ ʵʣʝʢʪʨʦʥʥʦʡ ʢʦʤʤʝʨʮʠʠ ʩ ʩʦʙʩʪʚʝʥʥʳʤ ʤʘʨʢʝʪʧʣʝʡʩʦʤ ʚʥʫʪʨʠ ʩʝʪʠ. ɼʘʣʠ 
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ʥʦʚʳʝ ʠʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪʳ ʜʣʷ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʷ ʤʘʣʦʛʦ ʠ ʩʨʝʜʥʝʛʦ ʙʠʟʥʝʩʘ, ʘ ʜʣʷ ʫʜʦʙʥʦʛʦ ʦʙʱʝʥʠʷ 

ʩ ʜʨʫʟʴʷʤʠ ʠ ʙʣʠʟʢʠʤʠ ʧʝʨʝʟʘʧʫʩʪʠʣʠ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʫ ʟʚʦʥʢʦʚ ʥʘ ʙʘʟʝ ʠʩʢʫʩʩʪʚʝʥʥʦʛʦ ʠʥʪʝʣʣʝʢʪʘ. 

ɺ ʥʘʩʪʫʧʠʚʰʝʤ ʛʦʜʫ ʤʳ ʧʣʘʥʠʨʫʝʤ ʩʦʭʨʘʥʠʪʴ ʬʦʢʫʩ ʥʘ ʨʘʟʚʠʪʠʠ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʳʭ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʭ 

ʠʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪʦʚ ʜʣʷ ʙʠʟʥʝʩʘ, ʚ ʪʦʤ ʯʠʩʣʝ ʜʣʷ ʥʝʙʦʣʴʰʠʭ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʡ, ʠ ʜʘʜʠʤ ʝʱʝ ʙʦʣʴʰʝ 

ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʝʡ ʜʣʷ ʩʦʟʜʘʥʠʷ ʢʦʥʪʝʥʪʘ (ʚʠʜʝʦ, ʪʝʢʩʪʦʚ, ʠʛʨ), ʚʳʨʘʞʝʥʠʷ ʵʤʦʮʠʡ ʚ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʠ, 

ʢʦʤʤʫʥʠʢʘʮʠʠ ʩ ʜʨʫʟʴʷʤʠ ʠ ʧʦʜʧʠʩʯʠʢʘʤʠ". 

 

The frictionless mobile media experience 

https://www.smartbrief.com/original/2019/01/frictionless-mobile-media-experience?utm_source=brief 

The idle time in our lives presents a key media opportunity. Every time we wait for a meeting to start, a 

friend to arrive or a plane to leave, we take out our mobile device and expect to be immediately 

entertained and informed. A single smartphone delivers the potential to inform and entertain through 

games, news, social media and the like. So, from that perspective, a significant amount of friction has 

been eliminated. 

ñFrictionò here simply refers to how much effort is required to access the content experience we desire. 

Much progress has been made: we all have a mobile device and a fast internet connection, and there 

are myriad apps and websites that are mobile-optimized. But we are now at the stage where the content 

we want should come to us -- without our having to search for it. 

In mobile, the battle for consumer attention is the next frontier. While social has historically had the edge 

here, easily providing users with engaging content in the moments when theyôre seeking distraction, 

there is still friction -- and plenty of room for better experiences. 

The frictionless landscape: Who is addressing mobile friction today? 

The key players innovating device friction come from four areas: content recommendation, O/S and 

OEMs, search and browser tech and device-centric innovators. Letôs take a closer look at each area: 

Content recommendation: We are all familiar with native advertising/sponsored content providers like 

Taboola and Outbrain, who provide additional links to other stories that may (or may not) interest us 

partway through our current story. These firms work with publishers seeking to build audiences and 

endeavor to offer consumers a frictionless path between interesting stories. Understanding growth 

https://www.smartbrief.com/original/2019/01/frictionless-mobile-media-experience?utm_source=brief
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amongst publishers may be limited, these firms have begun to look at the mobile device. In the second 

quarter of 2018, Taboola announced a deal with the mobile device OEM ZTE to help users personalize 

the content on their phones with their technology. Moving from a simple world of working with digital 

publishers to a complex and ever-changing world of working with fragmented mobile device software, 

OEM implementations, security requirements, accessibility requirements and end-user support will be a 

major challenge for content recommendation firms, but the opportunity is clear. 

O/S and OEMS: Google News and Apple News are preinstalled apps on Android and iOS devices. Both 

leverage device technology that makes it easier to access interesting content without having to actually 

click on the app. Consequently, both have shown tremendous growth in 2018. As consumers flocked to 

easier access to interesting content, these solutions posted big gains in referral traffic to content 

publishers. 

Search and browser tech: In 2018, Google and Mozilla took significant steps to change how 

consumers use mobile media by reducing friction from the media. In May 2018, Mozilla integrated 

Pocket into its Firefox browser homepage. Instead of just looking at a search bar plus a history of sites a 

customer has visited, Firefox includes several story recommendations derived from Pocket. Customers 

can improve the content delivered to them by rating it. Pocket remembers what customers did not like 

and delivers that content less frequently or excludes it entirely. Not to be outdone by the much smaller, 

nonprofit Mozilla, on Sept. 24, 2018, Google Discover was launched, dramatically changing Googleôs 

mobile landing page for the first time in the history of the company. The traditional austere search field 

we all know has been supplemented with a customizable news feed, in what looks like a straight-up 

Firefox/Pocket copy. Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, and it took Google only four months to 

show it in its sincerest form. 

Device-centric innovators: Several startups have focused on device software preinstalled on devices 

by top wireless carriers. With carrier scale, at least here in the US, this avenue also shows potential. 

Mobile Posse launched Firstly Mobile, a platform that integrates several native device experiences to 

seamlessly present curated content by swiping, opening a new webpage (similar to Google Discover) or 

even merely unlocking the device. On the other hand, this category saw the death of Unlockd, who took 

a somewhat more mercenary approach to the space, trading ad impressions with ñbenefits.ò 

What will frictionless mobile content look like in 2019? 

O/S developers, browser platforms and telecom in conjunction with content recommendation or device-

centric innovators will all expand the frictionless mobile content space in the year ahead. But in 2019, we 

will see movement in three specific areas. 

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180404005875/en/Taboola-Partners-ZTE-Largest-Phone-Manufacturers-World
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180404005875/en/Taboola-Partners-ZTE-Largest-Phone-Manufacturers-World
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180404005875/en/Taboola-Partners-ZTE-Largest-Phone-Manufacturers-World
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Telecom takes hold: Look for new partnerships as OEMs continue to move, carriers like Verizon try to 

salvage their branded experiences, and other carriers like AT&T try to maximize theirs. It will be a big 

year! 

Social loses ground: As trust in Facebook and other social platforms continues to deteriorate, 

opportunities for disruptive frictionless content companies will grow. Google News, Apple News, Pocket 

and other companies will fill the void that social leaves open. 

The need for speed: With the arrival of 5G, there will be some scrambling, and for some companies, itôs 

smarter to buy than build. New relationships will be formed between carriers/OEMs and content delivery 

companies, mobile tech companies and other players. Some of the partnerships we see today may soon 

become acquisitions. 

2019 will be an exciting year for frictionless mobile media -- get ready for some unexpected innovations 

and headlines in the year ahead. 

Roger Entner is the Founder and Lead Analyst of Recon Analytics. 

If you enjoyed this article, sign up for SmartBriefôs free e-mail from the Mobile Marketing Association, 

among SmartBrief's more than 200 industry-focused newsletters. 

 

Global mobile ad spend set to tip TV in 2019 thanks to programmatic 'boom' and 

5G boost 

https://www.thedrum.com/news/2019/01/24/global-mobile-ad-spend-set-tip-tv-2019-thanks-

programmatic-boom-and-5g-boost 

Global mobile ad spend will overtake TV this year if current growth rates are maintained, buoyed by a 

programmatic 'boom' and the rollout of speedy 5G networks. 

According to Warc's latest Global Ad Trends report, advertisers spent an estimated $138bn to reach 

mobile users in 2018. Across 12 key markets, including the US, UK, China, Brazil and Russia, this 

number is set to swell to $153.2bn in 2019 overtaking TV. 

https://www2.smartbrief.com/signupSystem/subscribe.action?pageSequence=1&briefName=mma&campaign=in_brief_signup_link&utm_source=brief
http://smartbrief.com/subscribe
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2019/01/24/global-mobile-ad-spend-set-tip-tv-2019-thanks-programmatic-boom-and-5g-boost
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2019/01/24/global-mobile-ad-spend-set-tip-tv-2019-thanks-programmatic-boom-and-5g-boost
https://www.warc.com/content/paywall/article/warc-datapoints/mobile_adspend_is_set_to_top_tv_across_key_markets_this_year/124815
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Of 800 senior marketing and advertising practitioners surveyed by Warc as part of its research, 71% said 

they expected a rise in mobile budgets over the next 12 months, with most money going to the 

Facebook-Google duopoly. 

In line with this trend, the report noted that strong growth in the mobile ad market was being fuelled by a 

'boom' in programmatic trade with 63% of all digital display ad spend having been automated in 2018. 

This figure was up from a 35.3% share in 2014 and has trebled since 2013; showing that 

despite concerns from advertisers around transparency in the media supply chain, they're still investing 

heavily in automated digital inventory. 

5G technology ï which is set for a wider rollout this year ï will facilitate higher connection speeds and 

data transfer, making mobile video ads more attractive buys for advertisers. 

In the US, brands' investment in mobile video is forecast to reach $12.6bn in 2019, up 37.1% from an 

estimated $9.2bn in 2018 and equivalent to 67% of all online video spend in the country. In China, 

mobile is also set to account for over two-thirds of online video spend, at $5.2bn. 

With telcom giants like Verizon, China Mobile and EE funnellng spend into 5G, 1.5 billion people (or 18% 

of the global population) are expected to have a 5G subscription by 2024, giving marketers the 

opportunity to reach more eyeballs, faster. 

https://www.thedrum.com/topics/google
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2017/01/30/pg-review-all-agency-contracts-2017-four-step-plan-bring-transparency-media-supply
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/verizon-ceo-5-g-will-be-the-most-transformative-technology-in-years-221620882.html
https://newsroom.ee.co.uk/ee-announces-5g-launch-locations-for-2019/
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Even without access to 5G, 3.5 billion (or 72.6%) of global internet users will be mobile-only by 2025. 

China, India, Indonesia, Nigeria and Pakistan are expected to account for half of all growth in mobile 

users over the period, said Warc. 

However, despite the sunny outlook and increased investment, viewability and measurement were still 

big concerns for brands with 47% of marketers agreeing these were the two biggest issues with mobile. 

20% said they weren't yet able to measure mobile ROI accurate and a further 59% were 'uncertain' how 

to do so. 

 

AUDIO AD  ..ééééé.é....ééééééééééééééééééééééé 

çʗʥʜʝʢʩè ʨʘʩʢʨʳʣ ʝʞʝʜʥʝʚʥʫʶ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʶ çɸʣʠʩʳè 

ʂʘʞʜʳʡ ʪʨʝʪʠʡ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʴ ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪʘ ʧʦʣʴʟʫʝʪʩʷ ʛʦʣʦʩʦʚʳʤ ʧʦʤʦʱʥʠʢʦʤ 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/yandeks-raskryl-ezhednevnuyu-auditoriyu-alisy-35375.html 

ɽʞʝʜʥʝʚʥʦ ʦʢʦʣʦ 8 ʤʣʥ ʯʝʣʦʚʝʢ ʧʦʣʴʟʫʶʪʩʷ ʛʦʣʦʩʦʚʳʤ ʧʦʤʦʱʥʠʢʦʤ çɸʣʠʩʘè, ʩʦʦʙʱʘʝʪRNS 

ʩʦ ʩʩʳʣʢʦʡ ʥʘ ʟʘʷʚʣʝʥʠʝ ʦʧʝʨʘʮʠʦʥʥʦʛʦ ʠ ʬʠʥʘʥʩʦʚʦʛʦ ʜʠʨʝʢʪʦʨʘ çʗʥʜʝʢʩʘè ɻʨʝʛʘ ɸʙʦʚʩʢʦʛʦ. 

ʅʘ ʜʘʥʥʳʡ ʤʦʤʝʥʪ 20% ʚʩʝʭ ʟʘʧʨʦʩʦʚ ʚ çʗʥʜʝʢʩʝè ʷʚʣʷʶʪʩʷ ʛʦʣʦʩʦʚʳʤʠ. ɽʞʝʤʝʩʷʯʥʘʷ 

ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʷ çɸʣʠʩʳè ʜʦʩʪʠʛʘʝʪ 30 ʤʣʥ ʯʝʣʦʚʝʢ. ɼʣʷ ʩʨʘʚʥʝʥʠʷ, ʦʙʱʘʷ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʷ ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪʘ 

ʚ ʈʦʩʩʠʠ ʥʘ ʢʦʥʝʮ 2018 ʛʦʜʘ ʩʦʩʪʘʚʠʣʘ 90 ʤʣʥ ʯʝʣʦʚʝʢ ʚ ʤʝʩʷʮ, ʧʦ ʦʮʝʥʢʘʤ Mediascope. 

çʗʥʜʝʢʩè ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʣ ʧʦʤʦʱʥʠʢʘ çɸʣʠʩʘè ʚ ʦʢʪʷʙʨʝ 2017 ʛʦʜʘ. ʉ ʝʛʦ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʩʪʨʦʠʪʴ 

ʤʘʨʰʨʫʪʳ, ʟʘʧʨʘʰʠʚʘʪʴ ʩʚʝʜʝʥʠʷ ʚ ʧʦʠʩʢʝ, ʫʧʨʘʚʣʷʪʴ ʨʘʟʣʠʯʥʳʤʠ ʩʝʨʚʠʩʘʤʠ ʠ ʫʩʪʨʦʡʩʪʚʘʤʠ. 

ʂʦʤʧʘʥʠʷ ʚʥʝʜʨʠʣʘ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʴ ʛʦʣʦʩʦʚʦʛʦ ʦʙʨʘʱʝʥʠʷ ʚ ʙʨʘʫʟʝʨ, ʜʦʤʘʰʥʶʶ ʢʦʣʦʥʢʫ 

çʗʥʜʝʢʩ.ʉʪʘʥʮʠʷè ʠ ʩʦʙʩʪʚʝʥʥʳʡ ʩʤʘʨʪʬʦʥ çʗʥʜʝʢʩ.ʊʝʣʝʬʦʥè. ɺ ʷʥʚʘʨʝ çʗʥʜʝʢʩè ʚʳʧʫʩʪʠʣ 

ʩʦʙʩʪʚʝʥʥʳʡ ʙʦʨʪʦʚʦʡ ʢʦʤʧʴʶʪʝʨ ʜʣʷ ʘʚʪʦʤʦʙʠʣʝʡ ʩ ʧʨʝʜʫʩʪʘʥʦʚʣʝʥʥʦʡ ʤʫʣʴʪʠʤʝʜʠʡʥʦʡ 

ʩʠʩʪʝʤʦʡ çʗʥʜʝʢʩ.ɸʚʪʦè, ʚ ʢʦʪʦʨʫʶ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʠʥʪʝʛʨʠʨʦʚʘʣ çɸʣʠʩʫè. 

 

çɺʂʦʥʪʘʢʪʝè ʟʘʧʫʩʪʠʣʘ ʢʘʪʘʣʦʛ ʧʦʜʢʘʩʪʦʚ 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/vkontakte-zapustila-katalog-podkastov-35334.html 

https://www.sostav.ru/publication/yandeks-raskryl-ezhednevnuyu-auditoriyu-alisy-35375.html
https://rns.online/internet/V-Yandekse-nazvali-kolichestvo-polzovatelei-alisi-2019-01-24/?fbclid=IwAR3gC9GbxIWI3XNGdDMUmJCUZioTu-lbv_m-T_7EXRRXc6bJxO50-QfZpfk
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/yandeks-zapustil-golosovoj-pomoshchnik-alisa-28666.html
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/yandeks-31774.html
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/telefon-34692.html
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/yandeks-razrabotal-bortovoj-kompyuter-dlya-avtomobilej-35337.html
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ɺ ʥʸʤ ʩʦʙʨʘʥʳ ʚʩʝ ʧʦʜʢʘʩʪʳ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʳ 

ɺ ʩʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʦʡ ʩʝʪʠ çɺʂʦʥʪʘʢʪʝè ʧʦʷʚʠʣʩʷ ʢʘʪʘʣʦʛ ʧʦʜʢʘʩʪʦʚ ð ʚ ʥʸʤ ʩʦʙʨʘʥʳ ʠ ʨʘʟʜʝʣʝʥʳ 

ʧʦ ʢʘʪʝʛʦʨʠʷʤ ʚʩʝ ʧʦʜʢʘʩʪʳ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʳ. ʊʝʧʝʨʴ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʠ ʤʦʛʫʪ ʣʝʛʢʦ ʥʘʡʪʠ ʠʥʪʝʨʝʩʥʳʝ 

ʚʳʧʫʩʢʠ ʩ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʪʝʤʘʪʠʯʝʩʢʠʭ ʨʫʙʨʠʢ. 

ɺ ʢʘʪʘʣʦʛʝ ʜʦʩʪʫʧʥʳ ʪʝʤʘʪʠʯʝʩʢʠʝ ʨʫʙʨʠʢʠ ʥʘ ʣʶʙʦʡ ʚʢʫʩ: ʪʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʠ, ʦʙʨʘʟʦʚʘʥʠʝ, ʟʜʦʨʦʚʴʝ, 

ʤʫʟʳʢʘ, ʙʠʟʥʝʩ ʠ ʤʥʦʛʠʝ ʜʨʫʛʠʝ. ʊʘʢʞʝ ʚ ʨʘʟʜʝʣʝ ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʣʝʥʳ ʧʦʜʢʘʩʪʳ, ʥʘ ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʧʦʜʧʠʩʘʥ 

ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʴ, ʠ ʵʧʠʟʦʜʳ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʧʦʥʨʘʚʠʣʠʩʴ ʝʛʦ ʜʨʫʟʴʷʤ. ʆʪʜʝʣʴʥʦ ʩʦʙʨʘʥʳ ʚʩʝ ʚʳʧʫʩʢʠ, 

ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʥʝ ʙʳʣʠ ʜʦʩʣʫʰʘʥʳ, ʵʪʦ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʠʪ ʙʳʩʪʨʦ ʚʝʨʥʫʪʴʩʷ ʢ ʥʫʞʥʦʤʫ ʵʧʠʟʦʜʫ. 

ʅʦʚʳʡ ʩʝʨʚʠʩ ʜʦʩʪʫʧʝʥ ʚ ʤʦʙʠʣʴʥʦʤ ʧʨʠʣʦʞʝʥʠʠ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʠ ʜʣʷ Android ʠ iOS. ʇʦʧʘʩʪʴ ʚ ʢʘʪʘʣʦʛ 

ʤʦʞʥʦ ʯʝʨʝʟ ʥʦʚʳʡ ʧʫʥʢʪ ʤʝʥʶ çʇʦʜʢʘʩʪʳè. 

ɸʥʜʨʝʡ ɿʘʢʦʥʦʚ, ʜʠʨʝʢʪʦʨ ʧʦ ʨʦʩʪʫ ʠ ʠʩʩʣʝʜʦʚʘʥʠʷʤ çɺʂʦʥʪʘʢʪʝè: 

"ʉ ʤʦʤʝʥʪʘ ʟʘʧʫʩʢʘ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʳ ʤʳ ʚʥʝʩʣʠ ʤʥʦʞʝʩʪʚʦ ʥʝʙʦʣʴʰʠʭ ʠ ʢʨʫʧʥʳʭ ʠʟʤʝʥʝʥʠʡ: ʩʠʩʪʝʤʘ 

ʨʝʢʦʤʝʥʜʘʮʠʡ, ʫʤʥʘʷ ʣʝʥʪʘ ʚʳʧʫʩʢʦʚ, ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʝ ʧʦʜʢʘʩʪʦʚ ʩ ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʠʩʪʦʨʠʡ ʩʦʦʙʱʝʩʪʚ. 

ʂʘʪʘʣʦʛ ʧʦʜʢʘʩʪʦʚ ð ʵʪʦ ʝʱʸ ʦʜʠʥ ʰʘʛ, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʩʜʝʣʘʪʴ ʥʘʰʫ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʫ ʥʘʠʙʦʣʝʝ ʫʜʦʙʥʦʡ ʢʘʢ 

ʜʣʷ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ, ʪʘʢ ʠ ʜʣʷ ʘʚʪʦʨʦʚ". 

ɹʝʩʧʣʘʪʥʫʶ ʧʣʘʪʬʦʨʤʫ ʜʣʷ ʨʘʟʤʝʱʝʥʠʷ ʠ ʧʨʦʩʣʫʰʠʚʘʥʠʷ ʧʦʜʢʘʩʪʦʚ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʴ ʟʘʧʫʩʪʠʣʘ 

ʚ ʩʝʥʪʷʙʨʝ. ʉʝʡʯʘʩ ʨʝʛʫʣʷʨʥʦ ʧʫʙʣʠʢʫʶʪ ʧʦʜʢʘʩʪʳ ʧʦʯʪʠ 400 ʩʦʦʙʱʝʩʪʚ, ʘ ʚʩʝʛʦ ʘʚʪʦʨʳ 

ʟʘʛʨʫʟʠʣʠ ʙʦʣʴʰʝ 11 ʪʳʩʷʯ ʵʧʠʟʦʜʦʚ. ɽʞʝʜʥʝʚʥʦ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʠ ʟʘʭʦʜʷʪ ʚ ʣʝʥʪʫ ʧʦʜʢʘʩʪʦʚ ʦʢʦʣʦ 

65 ʪʳʩʷʯ ʨʘʟ. 

 

Publishers are getting serious about podcast revenue 

https://digiday.com/media/publishers-getting-serious-podcast-revenue/ 

Publishers are finding meaningful revenue from podcasts, a format that, in some cases, offers a more 

viable ad model than video. 

The Economist, which launched its fifth podcast, The Intelligence, this week, said that monthly revenue 

from podcast ads served by platform Acast has increased 50 percent in 2018; thatôs across the 

publisherôs five podcasts that collectively fetched 7 million average monthly listens or downloads. The 

Telegraph has said itôs prioritizing podcasts, which it has historically used as a subscription driver. In 

https://digiday.com/media/publishers-getting-serious-podcast-revenue/
https://digiday.com/media/publishers-getting-serious-podcast-revenue/
https://digiday.com/media/economist-daily-news-podcast-8-staffers/
https://digiday.com/media/telegraph-launches-audio-show-google-home/
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December, the newspaper cut under 10 staff from its video team. On Monday, U.S. sports outlet The 

Ringer said it made more than $15 million (Ã11.4 million) on podcast ad sales in 2018, averaging 35 

million monthly downloads. 

According to The Economist, its podcast CPMs are higher than YouTubeôs network average CPM rates 

of between $2 (Ã1.52) and $3 (Ã2.28), said Tom Standage, head of digital strategy and deputy editor at 

The Economist, although the publisher wouldnôt go into detail about its podcast ad revenues, and it 

mostly monetizes video through brand sponsorship on Economist Films. 

ñI am not saying that people should do podcasts instead of videos,ò said Standage. ñI just think there is a 

viable ad model for podcasts, and Iôm not convinced there is one for ad-based videos.ò 

For podcasts, which have been around for over 10 years, the advertiser demand is fairly recent, 12 

percent of the U.K. population listens to podcasts weekly. Thereôs also scarcity: Not all podcasts are 

created equal. Out of the thousands produced, only the top 5 percent are likely to get the numbers that 

would excite advertisers, which are in the six figures. Because of this, sources say that podcast ads in 

the U.K. fetch around $11.84 (Ã9) CPMs, while host-read ads can cost more than $39.45 (Ã30) CPMs. 

(The Ringer was charging between $25 and $50 CPMs). 

Buyers are seeing the same. Broadly speaking, Charlie Yeates, head of investment at Mediacom, is 

seeing roughly a 30 percent premium on podcasts compared to onsite pre-roll video ads. There are 

some key considerations around context and audience. A lot of video pre-roll will be bought through 

networks, and the video ad ecosystem is suffering from the challenges of a more mature market forcing 

down CPMs. Itôs also more costly for publishers to make. 

ñYou donôt get clients saying they want to be on pre-roll, but you get clients saying they want to be on the 

Economistôs podcast,ò said Yeates, adding that he expects the buoyant rates to continue. With fewer ads 

in podcasts, brands can get more cut through than video, and the podcast format is more flexible. 

Brands can have a hand at influencing the editorial. 

The ad opportunities are evolving for brands too. Usage growth has been accelerating, it was only a 

matter of time for ad money to catch up, said Nic Newman, editor of the Reuters Institute Digital News 

Report. ñWhat has held things up is that podcast advertisers have often been lower-quality brands that 

donôt feel right for the publisher, but this is changing.ò  

https://pressgazette.co.uk/telegraph-cuts-video-staff-as-it-turns-focus-to-subscriptions/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/for-bill-simmonss-the-ringer-podcasting-is-the-main-event-11548673244?
https://www.rajar.co.uk/docs/news/MIDAS_Winter_2018.pdf
https://www.rajar.co.uk/docs/news/MIDAS_Winter_2018.pdf
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The interest is growing for brands creating their own podcasts too. Car brand Jaguar Land Roverôs 

scripted podcast won several awards, and financial provider Natwestôs financial advice show, with 

broadcaster June Sarpong, is in its second series. 

ñThere is value and reliability of the metrics,ò said Steve Ackerman, managing director of production 

studio Somethin Else. ñTwo minutes on video is thought of as great; weôre seeing 85 percent of the 

audience listen to a 30-minute podcast. Once they find the content they like, they will stick with it and 

binge. The behavior is more parallel to Netflix and SVOD services.ò 

The industry is still waiting for standardized reliable metrics across the different podcast platforms. But 

CPMs are likely to hold despite metrics quibbles, said Yeates. ñThe demand is exceeding what agencies 

are proposing,ò he said. ñIn the U.K., with the pressure around transparency, we are cautious with the 

metrics, reminding clients audiences are harder to track because theyôre not often streaming live. But 

that doesnôt put them off.ò 

 

ʅʆɺʆʉʊʀ ʀʅʊɽʈʅɽʊ-ʈɽʂʃɸʄʓ ɺ ɹɽʃɸʈʋʉʀ ééééééééééééé.. 

ɺ ɹʝʣʘʨʫʩʠ ʤʦʛʫʪ ʩʦʟʜʘʪʴ ʩʠʩʪʝʤʫ ʤʝʜʠʘʠʟʤʝʨʝʥʠʡ ʜʣʷ ʉʄʀ. ʇʨʝʟʠʜʝʥʪʫ 

ʃʫʢʘʰʝʥʢʦ ʫʞʝ ʧʨʝʜʣʦʞʠʣʠ ʚʘʨʠʘʥʪʳ 

http://marketing.by/novosti-rynka/v-belarusi-mogut-sozdat-sistemu-mediaizmereniy-dlya-smi-prezidentu-

lukashenko-uzhe-predlozhili-varia/ 

31 ʷʥʚʘʨʷ ʚ ʄʠʥʩʢʝ ʧʨʦʰʣʦ ʩʦʚʝʱʘʥʠʝ ʫ ʧʨʝʟʠʜʝʥʪʘ ɹʝʣʘʨʫʩʠ ʧʦ ʠʥʬʦʨʤʘʮʠʦʥʥʦʡ 

ʙʝʟʦʧʘʩʥʦʩʪʠ. ʅʘ ʥʝʤ ʧʨʠʩʫʪʩʪʚʦʚʘʣʠ ʚ ʪʦʤ ʯʠʩʣʝ ʠ ʨʫʢʦʚʦʜʠʪʝʣʠ ʛʦʩʫʜʘʨʩʪʚʝʥʥʳʭ ʉʄʀ. 

ɸʣʝʢʩʘʥʜʨ ʃʫʢʘʰʝʥʢʦ ʧʦʨʫʯʠʣ ʧʝʨʝʩʤʦʪʨʝʪʴ ʩʠʪʫʘʮʠʶ ʥʘ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʦʤ ʨʳʥʢʝ ʩʪʨʘʥʳ ʠ ʟʘʱʠʪʠʪʴ 

ʝʛʦ. ʆʥ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʦʪʤʝʪʠʣ, ʯʪʦ ʩʨʝʜʩʪʚʘ, ʚʳʜʝʣʷʝʤʳʝ ʥʘ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʝ ʨʘʩʭʦʜʳ, ʥʝ ʜʦʣʞʥʳ ʫʪʝʢʘʪʴ ʠʟ 

ʩʪʨʘʥʳ.  

"ʅʘʜʦ ʧʦʩʤʦʪʨʝʪʴ, ʢʘʢ ʝʛʦ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʟʘʱʠʪʠʪʴ, ʝʩʣʠ ʚ ʵʪʦʤ ʝʩʪʴ ʦʧʨʝʜʝʣʝʥʥʘʷ ʥʫʞʜʘ. ʉʣʦʚʦʤ, ʚ 

ʢʘʢʦʤ ʥʘʧʨʘʚʣʝʥʠʠ, ʚ ʢʘʢʦʤ ʢʦʥʪʝʢʩʪʝ ʤʳ ʙʫʜʝʤ ʜʝʡʩʪʚʦʚʘʪʴ ʚ ʧʣʘʥʝ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʚ ʉʄʀ, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʵʪʠ 

ʜʝʥʴʛʠ ʦʩʪʘʣʠʩʴ, ʧʨʝʞʜʝ ʚʩʝʛʦ, ʫ ʥʘʩ ʚ ʩʪʨʘʥʝ, ʫ ʚʘʩ ï ʚʝʜʫʱʠʭ ʩʨʝʜʩʪʚ ʤʘʩʩʦʚʦʡ ʠʥʬʦʨʤʘʮʠʠ", ï 

ʧʦʜʯʝʨʢʥʫʣ ʧʨʝʟʠʜʝʥʪ. 

https://www.britishpodcastawards.com/winners-2018/
https://www.britishpodcastawards.com/winners-2018/
http://marketing.by/novosti-rynka/v-belarusi-mogut-sozdat-sistemu-mediaizmereniy-dlya-smi-prezidentu-lukashenko-uzhe-predlozhili-varia/
http://marketing.by/novosti-rynka/v-belarusi-mogut-sozdat-sistemu-mediaizmereniy-dlya-smi-prezidentu-lukashenko-uzhe-predlozhili-varia/
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ɹʝʣʘʨʫʩʢʠʝ ʉʄʀ, ʚ ʯʘʩʪʥʦʩʪʠ, ʚʝʜʫʱʠʝ ʪʝʣʝʢʘʥʘʣʳ, ʥʝʦʜʥʦʢʨʘʪʥʦ ʞʘʣʦʚʘʣʠʩʴ ʥʘ ʥʝʜʦʩʪʘʪʦʯʥʳʡ 

ʟʘʨʘʙʦʪʦʢ ʦʪ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʥʳʭ ʫʩʣʫʛ. ʉʨʝʜʩʪʚʘ ʥʘ ʦʙʝʩʧʝʯʝʥʠʝ ʨʘʙʦʪʳ ʛʦʩʫʜʘʨʩʪʚʝʥʥʳʭ ʩʨʝʜʩʪʚ 

ʤʘʩʩʦʚʦʡ ʠʥʬʦʨʤʘʮʠʠ ʯʝʨʧʘʶʪ ʠʟ ʙʶʜʞʝʪʘ ʩʪʨʘʥʳ. 

ʂʨʦʤʝ ʪʦʛʦ, ʧʨʝʩʩ-ʩʝʢʨʝʪʘʨʴ ʧʨʝʟʠʜʝʥʪʘ ʅʘʪʘʣʴʷ ʕʡʩʤʦʥʪ ʩʦʦʙʱʠʣʘ, ʯʪʦ ʥʘ ʨʘʩʩʤʦʪʨʝʥʠʝ 

ɸʣʝʢʩʘʥʜʨʫ ʃʫʢʘʰʝʥʢʦ ʚ ʩʢʦʨʦʤ ʚʨʝʤʝʥʠ ʙʫʜʝʪ ʚʥʝʩʝʥʦ ʧʨʝʜʣʦʞʝʥʠʝ ʦ ʩʦʟʜʘʥʠʠ ʚ ʩʪʨʘʥʝ 

ʥʦʚʦʡ ʩʠʩʪʝʤʳ ʤʝʜʠʘʠʟʤʝʨʝʥʠʡ.  

çʕʪʦ ʚʘʞʥʝʡʰʠʡ ʵʣʝʤʝʥʪ ʚ ʨʝʘʣʠʟʘʮʠʠ ʥʘʰʝʡ ʠʥʬʦʨʤʘʮʠʦʥʥʦʡ ʧʦʣʠʪʠʢʠ, ʦʪ ʬʫʥʢʮʠʦʥʠʨʦʚʘʥʠʷ 

ʜʘʥʥʦʡ ʩʠʩʪʝʤʳ ʥʘʧʨʷʤʫʶ ʟʘʚʠʩʠʪ ʚ ʧʝʨʚʫʶ ʦʯʝʨʝʜʴ ʬʠʥʘʥʩʦʚʦʝ ʩʦʩʪʦʷʥʠʝ ʉʄʀ. ʀʤʝʥʥʦ 

ʧʦʵʪʦʤʫ ʨʫʢʦʚʦʜʠʪʝʣʠ ʩʨʝʜʩʪʚ ʤʘʩʩʦʚʦʡ ʠʥʬʦʨʤʘʮʠʠ ʚʳʥʝʩʣʠ ʜʘʥʥʳʡ ʚʦʧʨʦʩ ʥʘ ʦʙʩʫʞʜʝʥʠʝ 

ʫ ʧʨʝʟʠʜʝʥʪʘè, ð ʩʢʘʟʘʣʘ ʦʥʘ ʧʦ ʠʪʦʛʘʤ ʩʦʚʝʱʘʥʠʷ. ʇʨʠ ʵʪʦʤ ʕʡʩʤʦʥʪ ʫʪʦʯʥʠʣʘ, ʯʪʦ ʧʨʝʟʠʜʝʥʪʫ 

ɹʝʣʦʨʫʩʩʠʠ ʙʳʣʠ ʧʨʝʜʣʦʞʝʥʳ ʨʘʟʥʳʝ ʚʘʨʠʘʥʪʳ ʦʨʛʘʥʠʟʘʮʠʠ ʧʨʦʮʝʩʩʘ: çʦʪ ʧʨʠʚʣʝʯʝʥʠʷ 

ʟʘʨʫʙʝʞʥʦʡ ʤʝʞʜʫʥʘʨʦʜʥʦ ʧʨʠʟʥʘʥʥʦʡ ʠʩʩʣʝʜʦʚʘʪʝʣʴʩʢʦʡ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ ʜʦ ʦʨʛʘʥʠʟʘʮʠʠ 

ʩʦʙʩʪʚʝʥʥʦʛʦ ʛʦʩʫʜʘʨʩʪʚʝʥʥʦʛʦ ʠʟʤʝʨʠʪʝʣʷè.  

 

ʇʨʠʤʝʨʳ ʣʫʯʰʝʡ ʥʘʪʠʚʥʦʡ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ ʠ ʩʧʝʮʧʨʦʝʢʪʦʚ ʚ ʙʝʣʘʨʫʩʢʠʭ ʤʝʜʠʘ ʚ 

2018 ʛʦʜʫ 

http://marketing.by/analitika/obzor-effektnoy-nativnoy-reklamy-i-spetsproektov-v-belaruskikh-media/ 

ʅʘʪʠʚʥʳʝ ʩʪʘʪʴʠ ʠ ʩʧʝʮʧʨʦʝʢʪʳ ʫʞʝ ʥʝʩʢʦʣʴʢʦ ʣʝʪ - ʨʘʩʪʫʱʠʡ ʩʝʛʤʝʥʪ ʚ ʩʪʨʫʢʪʫʨʝ ʧʨʠʙʳʣʠ 

ʤʝʜʠʘ. ʀ ʦʙʷʟʘʪʝʣʴʥʘʷ ʩʪʘʪʴʷ ʟʘʪʨʘʪ ʥʘ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʞʝʥʠʝ ʫ ʢʨʫʧʥʳʭ ʙʨʝʥʜʦʚ.   

 

ʉʪʦʠʤʦʩʪʴ ʥʘʪʠʚʥʳʭ ʩʪʘʪʝʡ ʚ ʧʨʦʰʣʦʤ ʛʦʜʫ ʚ ɹʝʣʘʨʫʩʠ ʩʪʘʨʪʦʚʘʣʘ ʦʪ ʧʨʠʤʝʨʥʦ 450 ʫ.ʝ ʟʘ ʚʳʭʦʜ 

(ʚ ʥʠʰʝʚʦʤ ʣʘʡʬʩʪʘʡʣʝ) ʠ ʜʦʩʪʠʛʘʣʘ ʧʦʨʷʜʢʘ 2,500 ʫ.ʝ ʟʘ  ʚʳʭʦʜ ʥʘ ʢʨʫʧʥʝʡʰʠʭ ʦʭʚʘʪʥʳʭ 

ʨʝʩʫʨʩʘʭ.  

 

ʉʫʜʷ ʧʦ ʚʳʭʦʜʘʤ ʚ ʉʄʀ, ʣʠʜʝʨʘʤʠ ʧʦ ʟʘʪʨʘʪʘʤ ʥʘ ʥʘʪʠʚʢʫ ʚ ʧʨʦʰʣʦʤ ʛʦʜʫ ʩʪʘʣʠ ʙʘʥʢʦʚʩʢʠʝ 

ʙʨʝʥʜʳ, FMCG, ʪʝʭʥʦʣʦʛʠʯʝʩʢʠʝ ʛʘʜʞʝʪʳ, ʘʚʪʦʜʠʣʝʨʳ.  

 

ʀʥʪʝʨʝʩʥʦ, ʯʪʦ ʥʘʪʠʚʥʘʷ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʘ - ʢʘʢ ʙʦʣʝʝ-ʤʝʥʝʝ ʝʩʪʝʩʪʚʝʥʥʘʷ ʠʥʪʝʛʨʘʮʠʷ ʚ ʢʦʥʪʝʥʪ - 

ʧʝʨʝʰʘʛʥʫʣʘ ʛʨʘʥʠʮʳ ʦʥ-ʣʘʡʥ ʉʄʀ ʠ ʧʦʷʚʠʣʘʩʴ ʥʘ ʨʘʜʠʦ ʠ ʪʝʣʝʚʠʜʝʥʠʠ. ɺʧʨʦʯʝʤ, ʥʘ 

ʪʝʣʝʚʠʜʝʥʠʠ ʵʪʦ, ʩʢʦʨʝʝ, ʭʦʨʦʰʦ ʥʘʤ ʟʥʘʢʦʤʳʡ ʧʨʦʜʘʢʪ-ʧʣʝʡʩʤʝʥʪ, ʥʦ ʙʦʣʝʝ ʤʷʛʢʦ ʠ ʢʨʘʩʠʚʦ 

ʧʨʝʧʦʜʥʝʩʝʥʥʳʡ.  

https://sputnik.by/economy/20181218/1039212775/Byudzhet-2019-skolko-potratyat-na-zdravookhranenie-obrazovanie-i-kulturu.html
http://marketing.by/analitika/obzor-effektnoy-nativnoy-reklamy-i-spetsproektov-v-belaruskikh-media/
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ʈʫʢʦʚʦʜʠʪʝʣʠ ʢʦʤʤʝʨʯʝʩʢʠʭ ʦʪʜʝʣʦʚ TUT.BY, "ʄʠʥʪ ʄʝʜʠʘ", Citydog, ʘ ʪʘʢʞʝ ʆʅʊ, ɽʚʨʦʨʘʜʠʦ 

ʨʘʩʩʢʘʟʘʣʠ marketing.by ʦ ʩʘʤʳʭ ʵʬʬʝʢʪʠʚʥʳʭ ʠ ʟʘʤʝʪʥʳʭ, ʧʦ ʠʭ ʤʥʝʥʠʶ, ʧʨʦʝʢʪʘʭ ʧʨʦʰʣʦʛʦ 

ʛʦʜʘ.     

ɸʣʝʢʩʘʥʜʨ ɼʝʤʠʜʦʚʠʯ, ʨʫʢʦʚʦʜʠʪʝʣʴ ʦʪʜʝʣʘ ʩʧʝʮʧʨʦʝʢʪʦʚ TUT.BY 

ɺʳʙʨʘʪʴ 3 ʥʘʠʙʦʣʝʝ ʫʩʧʝʰʥʳʭ ʢʝʡʩʘ ʧʨʦʰʣʦʛʦ ʛʦʜʘ ʟʘʜʘʯʘ ʥʝ ʠʟ ʧʨʦʩʪʳʭ. ʈʝʜʘʢʮʠʷ 

ʢʦʤʤʝʨʯʝʩʢʠʭ ʩʧʝʮʧʨʦʝʢʪʦʚ TUT.BY ʚʳʧʫʩʪʠʣʘ ʚ 2018 ʛʦʜʫ ʙʝʟ ʤʘʣʦʛʦ 470 ʤʘʪʝʨʠʘʣʦʚ. ɺ ʢʘʞʜʦʤ 

ʠʟ ʥʠʭ ʩʚʦʠ ʬʠʰʢʠ, ʥʶʘʥʩʳ, ʨʝʰʝʥʠʝ ʟʘʜʘʯ ʧʘʨʪʥʝʨʘ, ʠʥʪʝʨʝʩ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʠ. ʀ ʚʩʝ ʞʝ ʪʨʦʡʢʘ 

ʣʫʯʰʠʭ ʧʦ ʤʥʝʥʠʶ ʨʝʜʘʢʮʠʠ:  

ʇʨʦʝʢʪ ʩ ʉʘʚʫʰʢʠʥ ʇʨʦʜʫʢʪ 

ɺʠʜʝʦ ʩ ʛʦʪʦʚʢʦʡ ʚ ʠʥʪʝʨʥʝʪʝ ʧʦʣʥʳʤ ʧʦʣʥʦ. ʈʝʜʘʢʮʠʷ ʢʦʤʤʝʨʯʝʩʢʠʭ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʦʚ ʵʢʩʧʝʨʠʤʝʥʪʠʨʫʝʪ 

ʚ ʵʪʦʡ ʦʙʣʘʩʪʠ ʜʘʚʥʦ. ʀ ʢʦʛʜʘ ʧʨʠʰʝʣ ʦʯʝʨʝʜʥʦʡ ʟʘʧʨʦʩ ʦʪ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ ʉʘʚʫʰʢʠʥ ʇʨʦʜʫʢʪ, 

ʦʪʚʘʞʠʣʘʩʴ ʥʘ ʵʢʩʧʝʨʠʤʝʥʪ: ʩʜʝʣʘʣʠ ʛʣʘʚʥʳʤ ʥʝ ʨʫʢʠ ʚ ʢʘʜʨʝ, ʘ ʦʩʥʦʚʥʦʝ ʩʦʦʙʱʝʥʠʝ 

ʧʝʨʝʣʦʞʠʣʠ ʥʘ ʦʟʚʫʯʢʫ. ɻʦʣʦʩ ʟʘ ʢʘʜʨʦʤ ʥʝ ʧʨʦʩʪʦ ʜʦʣʞʝʥ ʙʳʪʴ ʭʦʨʦʰʦ ʟʥʘʢʦʤ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʠ, ʥʦ ʠ 

ʩʦʦʪʚʝʪʩʪʚʦʚʘʪʴ ʪʦʥʘʣʴʥʦʩʪʠ ʩʮʝʥʘʨʠʷ ʠ ʧʝʨʝʜʘʚʘʪʴ ʥʘʩʪʨʦʝʥʠʝ. ʊʘʢ ʧʦʷʚʠʣʦʩʴ 3 ʨʦʣʠʢʘ, 

ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʧʦʩʪʨʦʝʥʳ ʥʘ ʧʨʦʪʠʚʦʩʪʦʷʥʠʠ ʤʫʞʩʢʦʛʦ ʞʝʥʩʢʦʛʦ. ɸ ʩʘʤʫ ʦʟʚʫʯʢʫ ʜʝʣʘʣʠ ʨʝʙʷʪʘ ʠʟ 

ʩʪʫʜʠʠ çʂʫʙʠʢ ʚ ʢʫʙʠʢʝè ʠ çʂʫʨʘʞ ɹʦʤʙʝʡè.  

ʇʨʦʝʢʪ çʂʦʣʦʨè 

ʋ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʘ ʛʣʫʙʦʢʠʡ ʠʥʩʘʡʪ. ʋ ʙʝʣʘʨʫʩʢʠʭ ʤʦʜʥʠʮ ʠ ʤʦʜʥʠʢʦʚ ʩʫʱʝʩʪʚʫʝʪ ʧʨʝʜʫʙʝʞʜʝʥʠʝ, ʯʪʦ 

ʤʝʩʪʥʳʝ ʜʠʟʘʡʥʝʨʳ ʟʘʥʠʤʘʶʪʩʷ ʢʫʩʪʘʨʥʠʯʝʩʪʚʦʤ. ʂʦʛʜʘ ʤʳ ʚʭʦʜʠʣʠ ʚ ʧʨʦʝʢʪ, ʜʫʤʘʣʠ ʪʘʢʞʝ. ʅʦ 

ʯʝʤ ʙʦʣʴʰʝ ʧʦʛʨʫʞʘʣʠʩʴ ʚ ʪʝʤʫ, ʪʝʤ ʙʦʣʴʰʝ ʧʦʥʠʤʘʣʠ ʩʪʝʧʝʥʴ ʩʚʦʝʛʦ ʟʘʙʣʫʞʜʝʥʠʷ. ʅʘ ʩʘʤʦʤ 

ʜʝʣʝ ʥʘʰʠ ʜʠʟʘʡʥʝʨʳ ʟʘ ʧʦʩʣʝʜʥʠʝ ʧʷʪʴ ʣʝʪ ʧʨʦʰʣʠ ʛʨʦʤʘʜʥʳʡ ʵʪʘʧ ʵʚʦʣʶʮʠʠ. ʈʘʟʨʘʙʘʪʳʚʘʶʪ 

ʧʦ 2-3 ʧʦʣʥʦʮʝʥʥʳʝ ʢʦʣʣʝʢʮʠʠ, ʨʘʟʚʠʚʘʶʪ ʨʦʟʥʠʯʥʫʶ ʩʝʪʴ, ʜʝʣʘʶʪ ʧʦʣʥʦʮʝʥʥʳʡ look book ʩ 

ʜʦʨʦʛʫʱʝʡ ʬʦʪʦʩʝʩʩʠʝʡ, ʩʣʝʜʷʪ ʟʘ ʮʚʝʪʦʚʳʤʠ ʪʨʝʥʜʘʤʠé  

 

http://afisha.tut.by/news/kaleidoscope/594457.html
http://news.tut.by/tag/2610-kolor.html
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ɺʜʚʦʡʥʝ ʧʨʠʷʪʥʦ, ʯʪʦ ʜʠʟʘʡʥʝʨʳ ʥʘʯʘʣʠ ʩʤʦʪʨʝʪʴ ʥʝ ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʚ ʩʪʦʨʦʥʫ ʈʦʩʩʠʠ ʠ ɽʚʨʦʧʳ, ʥʦ ʠ 

ʧʦʯʫʚʩʪʚʦʚʘʣʠ, ʯʪʦ ʠ ʤʝʩʪʥʳʡ ʨʳʥʦʢ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʙʳʪʴ ʜʣʷ ʥʠʭ ʥʘʜʝʞʥʦʡ ʦʧʦʨʦʡ. ʅʦ ʩʤʦʞʝʤ ʣʠ ʤʳ 

ʩʦʙʨʘʪʴ total look ʠʟ ʦʜʝʞʜʳ, ʦʙʫʚʠ ʠ ʘʢʩʝʩʩʫʘʨʦʚ ʙʝʣʘʨʫʩʢʠʭ ʜʠʟʘʡʥʝʨʦʚ ʚ ʩʦʦʪʚʝʪʩʪʚʠʠ ʩ 

ʤʠʨʦʚʳʤʠ ʪʨʝʥʜʘʤʠ? ʉʤʦʛʣʠ! ʏʠʪʘʪʝʣʷʤ ʪʝʤʘ ʪʦʞʝ ʧʦʥʨʘʚʠʣʘʩʴ. ʇʨʦʯʠʪʳʚʘʝʤʦʩʪʴ ʢʘʞʜʦʛʦ 

ʤʘʪʝʨʠʘʣʘ ʧʨʝʚʳʩʠʣʘ 100 ʪʳʩʷʯ. ʉʫʜʷ ʧʦ ʚʨʝʤʝʥʠ ʧʨʦʯʪʝʥʠʷ, ʯʠʪʘʪʝʣʠ ʪʦʞʝ ʥʝ ʤʦʛʣʠ ʧʦʚʝʨʠʪʴ, 

ʯʪʦ ʥʘ ʧʨʦʬʝʩʩʠʦʥʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʤʦʜʝʣʷʭ ʦʜʝʞʜʘ ʩ ʣʝʡʙʣʦʤ Made in Belarus.  

ʇʨʦʝʢʪ çʀ ʙʠʪ, ʠ ʢʨʘʰʝʥè 

ʇʨʦʝʢʪ ʝʱʝ ʚ ʧʨʦʮʝʩʩʝ ʨʝʘʣʠʟʘʮʠʠ, ʥʦ ʫʞʝ ʩʝʡʯʘʩ ʜʦʩʪʦʠʥ, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʧʦʧʘʩʪʴ ʚ ʪʨʦʡʢʫ ʣʫʯʰʠʭ. ʉ 

ʧʦʤʦʱʴʶ ʧʘʨʪʥʝʨʘ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʘ (ɸʚʪʦʉʪʨʦʥʛ-ʄ) ʨʝʜʘʢʮʠʷ ʚʟʷʣʘʩʴ ʟʘ ʟʘʚʝʜʦʤʦ ʩʣʦʞʥʫʶ ʟʘʜʘʯʫ: ʢʘʢ ʠʟ 

ʨʘʟʚʘʣʶʭʠ BMW ʩʜʝʣʘʪʴ ʢʦʥʬʝʪʢʫ. ʋʞʝ ʥʘ ʵʪʘʧʝ ʜʠʘʛʥʦʩʪʠʢʠ ʩʪʘʣʦ ʧʦʥʷʪʥʦ, ʯʪʦ ʠʛʨʘʝʤ ʚ 

ʨʫʩʩʢʫʶ ʨʫʣʝʪʢʫ. ʇʨʠʦʙʨʝʪʝʥʥʳʡ ʘʚʪʦʤʦʙʠʣʴ ʦʢʘʟʘʣʩʷ ʩ ʧʦʜʚʦʭʦʤ, ʪʝʭʥʠʯʝʩʢʦʤʫ ʧʘʨʪʥʝʨʫ 

ʧʦʪʨʝʙʦʚʘʣʦʩʴ ʙʦʣʴʰʝ ʚʨʝʤʝʥʠ ʥʘ ʚʦʩʩʪʘʥʦʚʣʝʥʠʝ ʘʚʪʦʤʦʙʠʣʷ. ʅʦ ʚ ʪʨʦʡʢʫ ʣʫʯʰʠʭ ʤʘʪʝʨʠʘʣʦʚ 

ʧʦ ʠʪʦʛʘʤ ʛʦʜʘ ʧʦʧʘʜʘʶʪ ʥʝ ʟʘ ʪʷʛʦʪʳ ʨʝʘʣʠʟʘʮʠʠ. ʄʘʪʝʨʠʘʣ ʚʳʩʪʨʝʣʠʣ ʢʘʢ ʩ ʪʦʯʢʠ ʟʨʝʥʠʷ 

ʧʨʦʯʪʝʥʠʷ, ʧʨʦʩʤʦʪʨʦʚ ʚʠʜʝʦ ʚʝʨʩʠʠ, ʪʘʢ ʠ ʧʨʦʢʘʯʢʠ youtube ʢʘʥʘʣʘ ʧʘʨʪʥʝʨʘ.    

ʆʪʜʝʣʴʥʦ ʩʪʦʠʪ ʫʧʦʤʷʥʫʪʴ ʧʨʦʝʢʪ ʩ Purina ProPlan 

http://auto.tut.by/news/exclusive/607103.html
http://news.tut.by/culture/590566.html
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ʆʥ ʠʥʪʝʨʝʩʝʥ ʪʝʭʥʠʯʝʩʢʦʡ ʨʝʘʣʠʟʘʮʠʝʡ. ʇʝʨʚʳʝ 2 ʤʘʪʝʨʠʘʣʘ ʩʝʨʠʠ ï ʨʘʩʩʢʘʟ ʢʘʢ ʫʭʘʞʠʚʘʪʴ ʟʘ 

ʢʦʪʷʪʘʤʠ ʠ ʱʝʥʢʘʤʠ. ɼʦʩʪʘʪʦʯʥʦ ʠʟʙʠʪʫʶ ʪʝʤʫ ʩʜʝʣʘʣʠ ʙʦʣʝʝ ʤʠʤʠʤʠʰʥʦʡ ʟʘ ʩʯʝʪ 

ʠʩʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʥʠʷ ʛʠʬʦʢ. ɸʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʷ ʙʫʢʚʘʣʴʥʦ ʟʘʣʠʧʘʣʘ ʫ ʵʢʨʘʥʦʚ. ɺʨʝʤʷ ʧʨʦʯʪʝʥʠʷ ʤʘʪʝʨʠʘʣʦʚ 

ʧʨʝʚʳʩʠʣʦ 3:30. ɼʘʣʝʝ ʧʦʨʘʙʦʪʘʣʠ ʩ ʚʦʚʣʝʯʝʥʥʦʩʪʴʶ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʝʡ: ʚʣʘʜʝʣʴʮʳ ʢʦʪʦʚ ʠ ʩʦʙʘʢ 

ʜʦʣʞʥʳ ʙʳʣʠ ʚʳʩʣʘʪʴ ʬʦʪʦ ʩʚʦʠʭ ʣʶʙʠʤʮʝʚ, ʘ ʧʦʣʴʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʠ TUT.BY - ʧʨʦʛʦʣʦʩʦʚʘʪʴ ʟʘ ʣʫʯʰʠʝ. 

ʃʫʯʰʠʝ ʊʆʇ-10 ʬʦʪʦ ʣʝʛʢʠ ʚ ʦʩʥʦʚʫ ʩʪʠʢʝʨʧʘʢʘ ʜʣʷ Telegram. ʉʢʘʯʠʚʘʡʪʝ ʠ ʨʘʜʫʡʪʝ ʩʚʦʠʭ 

ʙʣʠʟʢʠʭ.  

 

ʉʘʰʘ ʈʦʤʘʥʦʚʘ, ʜʠʨʝʢʪʦʨ çʄʠʥʪ ʄʝʜʠʘè (ʩʘʡʪʳ kyky.org ʠ the-village.me)  

ʇʨʠʤʝʨ ʧʝʨʚʳʡ. çʋʩʧʝʭ ʠʣʠ ʙʘʥʢʨʦʪʩʪʚʦ. ʊʝʩʪ: ʢʫʜʘ ʚʳ ʧʨʠʚʝʜʸʪʝ ʩʚʦʡ ʙʠʟʥʝʩè  

 

http://news.tut.by/culture/593582.html
http://news.tut.by/culture/593582.html
http://kyky.org/special-project/uspeh-ili-bankrotstvo-test-kuda-vy-privedete-svoy-biznes
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ʂʦʛʜʘ ʨʝʜʘʢʮʠʶ ʧʨʦʩʷʪ ʥʘʟʚʘʪʴ ʧʨʠʤʝʨ ʥʘʪʠʚʥʦʡ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʳ, ʟʘ ʢʦʪʦʨʫʶ ʙʝʨʝʪ ʛʦʨʜʦʩʪʴ, ʤʳ 

ʚʩʧʦʤʠʥʘʝʤ ʪʝʩʪ ʜʣʷ ɸʣʴʬʘ-ʙʘʥʢʘ, ʧʦʭʦʞʠʡ ʥʘ ʩʠʤʫʣʷʪʦʨ ʙʠʟʥʝʩ-ʩʪʨʘʪʝʛʠʠ. ɼʝʣʘʣʠ ʝʛʦ ʥʘ 

ʢʝʡʩʘʭ ʫʞʝ ʛʦʪʦʚʳʭ ʠʥʪʝʨʚʴʶ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʚ ʨʘʟʥʳʝ ʛʦʜʳ ʙʠʟʥʝʩʤʝʥʳ ʜʘʚʘʣʠ ʩʘʡʪʫ kyky.org. ʀʥʘʯʝ 

ʛʦʚʦʨʷ, çʧʝʨʝʫʧʘʢʦʚʳʚʘʣʠè ʢʦʥʪʝʥʪ, ʯʪʦʙʳ ʦʥ ʟʘʠʛʨʘʣ ʜʨʫʛʠʤʠ ʢʨʘʩʢʘʤʠ. ʌʠʰʢʘ ʪʝʩʪʘ ï ʚ ʝʛʦ 

ʣʦʛʠʢʝ. ʀʥʪʫʠʪʠʚʥʦ ʦʪʚʝʪʠʪʴ ʥʘ ʚʦʧʨʦʩ ʧʨʘʚʠʣʴʥʦ ʤʦʞʥʦ, ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʝʩʣʠ ʚʳ ʮʠʥʠʯʥʦ ʠ ʙʝʟ ʠʣʣʶʟʠʡ 

ʦʮʝʥʠʚʘʝʪʝ ʙʠʟʥʝʩ-ʩʨʝʜʫ ɹʝʣʘʨʫʩʠ.  

ʅʘʧʨʠʤʝʨ, ʚʦʧʨʦʩ: çɺʳ ʨʝʰʠʣʠ ʦʪʢʨʳʪʴ ʢʘʬʝ. ʅʘ ʯʝʤ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʩʵʢʦʥʦʤʠʪʴ?è ʅʫʞʥʦ ʚʳʙʨʘʪʴ ʠʟ 

ʜʚʫʭ ʚʘʨʠʘʥʪʦʚ ʦʪʚʝʪʘ ï ʚʟʷʪʴ ʧʦʚʘʨʘ ʥʘ 800 ʨʫʙʣʝʡ ʦʢʣʘʜʘ ʠʣʠ ʩʵʢʦʥʦʤʠʪʴ ʥʘ ʜʠʟʘʡʥʝ, ʥʦ ʧʦʚʘʨ 

ʙʫʜʝʪ ʙʝʟ ʧʷʪʠ ʤʠʥʫʪ çʤʠʰʣʝʥʦʚʩʢʠʡè. ʃʦʛʠʢʘ ʧʦʜʩʢʘʟʳʚʘʝʪ, ʯʪʦ ʨʘʟ ʨʝʯʴ ʦ ʝʜʝ, ʥʘ ʧʦʚʘʨʘʭ 

ʵʢʦʥʦʤʠʪʴ ʥʝ ʩʪʦʠʪ, ʥʦ ʩʫʨʦʚʘʷ ʨʝʘʣʴʥʦʩʪʴ ɹʝʣʘʨʫʩʠ, ʛʜʝ ʩʝʪʴ ʨʝʩʪʦʨʘʥʦʚ çʃʠʜʦè ʩ ʧʨʦʩʪʦʡ ʝʜʦʡ 

ʟʘʨʘʙʘʪʳʚʘʝʪ ʙʦʣʴʰʝ, ʯʝʤ ʩʘʤʳʡ ʧʘʬʦʩʥʳʡ ʨʝʩʪʦʨʘʥ, ʛʦʚʦʨʠʪ ʦʙ ʦʙʨʘʪʥʦʤ. ɺʦʟʤʦʞʥʦ ʧʦʵʪʦʤʫ 

ʪʦʧ-ʤʝʥʝʜʞʝʨ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʦʜʘʪʝʣʷ ʭʦʭʦʪʘʣ ʥʘ ʚʝʩʴ ʢʘʙʠʥʝʪ, ʢʦʛʜʘ ʝʤʫ ʚʳʧʘʣ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪ ʦ ʪʦʤ, ʯʪʦ çʝʛʦ 

ʙʠʟʥʝʩ ʤʦʞʝʪ ʩʪʘʛʥʠʨʦʚʘʪʴè. ʊʫʪ ʞʝ ʚ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʳ ʠʥʪʝʛʨʠʨʦʚʘʥʘ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʘʷ ʩʩʳʣʦʯʢʘ ʥʘ 

çɸʢʘʜʝʤʠʶ ʙʠʟʥʝʩʘè ʦʪ ɸʣʴʬʘ-ʙʘʥʢʘ, ʢʦʪʦʨʘʷ ʫʯʠʪ ʩʯʠʪʘʪʴ ʬʠʥʘʥʩʦʚʳʝ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʪʝʣʠ ʠ 

ʧʦʜʜʝʨʞʠʚʘʪʴ ʙʦʜʨʳʡ ʜʫʭ ʚ ʢʦʤʘʥʜʝ. ʈʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪ ï ʥʝ ʛʣʘʚʥʦʝ, ʛʣʘʚʥʦʝ ï ʩʧʦʩʦʙʥʦʩʪʴ ʫʯʠʪʴʩʷ 

ʥʦʚʦʤʫ.  

ʇʨʠʤʝʨ ʚʪʦʨʦʡ. çʉʝʢʨʝʪʥʳʡ ʄʠʥʩʢ. ɺʠʜʝʦʛʠʜ ʧʦ ʢʨʫʪʳʤ ʤʝʩʪʘʤ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʚʳ ʩʘʤʠ ʥʝ ʥʘʡʜʸʪʝ ʩ 

ʧʝʨʚʦʛʦ ʨʘʟʘè  

ʇʨʝʢʨʘʩʥʳʡ ʧʨʠʤʝʨ ʠʤʠʜʞʝʚʦʛʦ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʘ ʜʣʷ ʣʠʥʝʡʢʠ ʩʤʘʨʪʬʦʥʦʚ Honor, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʧʨʠʥʦʩʠʪ 

ʨʝʘʣʴʥʫʶ ʧʦʣʴʟʫ ʯʠʪʘʪʝʣʶ. ʉʣʫʯʘʣʦʩʴ ʣʠ ʚʘʤ ʚ ʧʫʪʝʰʝʩʪʚʠʠ ʧʦʥʷʪʴ, ʯʪʦ ʥʠ ʦʜʥʦ ʠʟ ʤʦʜʥʳʭ ʤʝʩʪ 

ʚ ɹʘʨʩʝʣʦʥʝ, ʃʦʥʜʦʥʝ ʠʣʠ ʅʴʶ-ʁʦʨʢʝ ʚʳ ʥʝ ʚ ʩʦʩʪʦʷʥʠʠ ʦʪʳʩʢʘʪʴ ʜʘʞʝ ʩ ʜʝʩʷʪʴʶ ʢʘʨʪʘʤʠ ʚ 

ʢʘʨʤʘʥʝ? ʊʦ ʞʝ ʠ ʩ ʄʠʥʩʢʦʤ, ʢʦʛʜʘ ʩʶʜʘ ʧʨʠʝʟʞʘʶʪ ʣʶʜʠ ʠʟ ʜʨʫʛʠʭ ʛʦʨʦʜʦʚ. ʅʝ ʧʦʙʳʚʘʚ ʨʘʥʝʝ ʚ 

çʇʝʩʦʯʥʠʮʝè, ʢʘʬʝ Pinky Bandinski ʠʣʠ ɻʘʣʝʨʝʝ ʩʦʚʨʝʤʝʥʥʦʛʦ ʠʩʢʫʩʩʪʚʘ çɶè, ʪʳ ʩʨʦʜʫ ʥʝ 

ʥʘʡʜʸʰʴ ʵʪʠ ʤʝʩʪʘ ʩ ʧʝʨʚʦʛʦ ʨʘʟʘ! ʀʤʝʥʥʦ ʵʪʫ ʧʨʦʙʣʝʤʫ ʨʝʰʘʝʪ ʥʘʰ ʛʠʜ. ʄʳ ʧʨʦʩʪʦ ʚʟʷʣʠ 

ʩʤʘʨʪʬʦʥ Honor, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʢʩʪʘʪʠ ʩʥʠʤʘʝʪ ʦʯʝʥʴ ʧʨʠʣʠʯʥʦʝ ʚʠʜʝʦ, ʠ ʯʝʩʪʥʦ ʥʦʞʢʘʤʠ ʧʨʦʰʣʠʩʴ ʦʪ 

ʤʝʪʨʦ ʢ ʢʘʞʜʦʡ ʣʦʢʘʮʠʠ, ʟʘʧʠʩʘʚ ʧʫʪʴ ʥʘ ʚʠʜʝʦ. ʅʫ ʘ ʥʘʰ ʧʘʨʪʥʝʨ, ʧʨʦʠʟʚʦʜʠʪʝʣʴ ʩʤʘʨʪʬʦʥʦʚ, 

ʧʦʣʫʯʠʣ ʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦʩʪʴ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʪʴ ʪʦʚʘʨ ʣʠʮʦʤ ï ʬʫʥʢʮʠʶ ʩʲʝʤʢʠ ʥʘ ʚʩʪʨʦʝʥʥʫʶ ʢʘʤʝʨʫ.  

http://kyky.org/special-project/sekretnyy-minsk-videogid-po-krutym-mestam-kotorye-vy-sami-ne-naydyote-s-pervogo-raza
http://kyky.org/special-project/sekretnyy-minsk-videogid-po-krutym-mestam-kotorye-vy-sami-ne-naydyote-s-pervogo-raza
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ʇʨʠʤʝʨ ʪʨʝʪʠʡ. ɺʦʩʝʤʴ ʩʪʘʪʝʡ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʘ çʄʦʣʦʢʦ ʥʘ ʛʫʙʘʭ ʥʝ ʦʙʩʦʭʣʦè ʜʣʷ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ çʉʘʚʫʰʢʠʥ 

ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪè  

ʕʪʦʪ ʙʦʣʴʰʦʡ ʧʨʦʝʢʪ ʦʪʣʠʯʘʝʪʩʷ ʪʝʤ, ʯʪʦ ʟʘʜʘʝʪ ʪʨʝʥʜʳ. ɽʩʣʠ ʚ 2017 ʛʦʜʫ ʚʩʷ çʤʦʣʦʯʢʘè 

ʧʦʟʠʮʠʦʥʠʨʦʚʘʣʘʩʴ ʯʝʨʝʟ ɿʆɾ, ʪʦ ʢ 2018 ʛʦʜʫ ʵʪʦʪ ʩʘʤʳʡ ɿʆɾ ʫ ʯʠʪʘʪʝʣʷ ʚʳʟʳʚʘʣ ʪʘʢʫʶ 

ʦʩʢʦʤʠʥʫ, ʯʪʦ ʧʨʦʜʦʣʞʘʪʴ ʟʘʩʪʘʚʣʷʪʴ ʝʛʦ ʙʝʛʘʪʴ, ʧʨʳʛʘʪʴ ʠ ʚʠʩʝʪʴ ʥʘ ʧʝʪʣʷʭ TRX ʠ ʧʠʪʴ ʧʨʠ ʵʪʦʤ 

ʡʦʛʫʨʪ ʙʳʣʦ ʨʝʰʠʪʝʣʴʥʦ ʥʝʚʦʟʤʦʞʥʦ ï ʪʨʘʬʠʢ ʪʘʢʠʭ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʦʚ ʩʪʨʝʤʠʣʩʷ ʢ ʥʫʣʶ. ʊʦʛʜʘ ʤʳ 

ʧʨʠʜʫʤʘʣʠ ʥʦʚʫʶ ʪʝʤʫ ï ʠʩʩʣʝʜʦʚʘʪʴ ʮʝʥʥʦʩʪʠ ʤʦʣʦʜʦʛʦ ʧʦʢʦʣʝʥʠʷ. ʀ ʧʦʥʷʣʠ, ʯʪʦ ʥʠʯʝʛʦ 

ʠʥʪʝʨʝʩʥʝʝ 15-ʣʝʪʥʠʭ ʧʘʮʘʥʦʚ ʠ ʜʝʚʯʦʥʦʢ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʟʘʪʢʥʫʪ ʟʘ ʧʦʷʩ ʚʟʨʦʩʣʳʭ, ʙʳʪʴ ʥʝ ʤʦʞʝʪ! ʂ 

ʩʯʘʩʪʴʶ, çʉʘʚʫʰʢʠʥ ʧʨʦʜʫʢʪè ʧʦʜʜʝʨʞʘʣ ʠʜʝʶ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʘ, ʠ ʤʳ ʟʘ ʛʦʜ ʚʳʧʫʩʪʠʣʠ ʘʞ ʚʦʩʝʤʴ ʪʝʢʩʪʦʚ 

http://kyky.org/posts?special_project=savushkin
http://kyky.org/posts?special_project=savushkin
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ʩ ʪʵʛʦʤ çʄʦʣʦʢʦ ʥʘ ʛʫʙʘʭ ʥʝ ʦʙʩʦʭʣʦè. ɿʜʝʩʴ ʙʳʣʠ ʢʘʢ ʪʝʩʪ ʜʣʷ ʨʦʜʠʪʝʣʝʡ çʈʦʬʣʠʪʴ ʥʘʜ ʥʫʙʘʤʠ. 

ʅʘʩʢʦʣʴʢʦ ʚʳ ʧʦʥʠʤʘʝʪʝ ʤʦʣʦʜʦʝ ʧʦʢʦʣʝʥʠʝè ʠʣʠ ʠʩʪʦʨʠʠ 15-ʣʝʪʥʠʭ ʧʨʝʜʧʨʠʥʠʤʘʪʝʣʝʡ 

(ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʩʘʤʠ ʥʘʭʦʜʠʣʠ ʞʫʨʥʘʣʠʩʪʢʫ ʚ ʩʦʮʩʝʪʷʭ ʠ ʧʠʩʘʣʠ: ʩʜʝʣʘʡʪʝ ʩʦ ʤʥʦʡ ʪʝʢʩʪ, ʷ ʪʦʞʝ 

ʟʘʨʘʙʘʪʳʚʘʶ ʚ ʩʚʦʠ ʶʥʳʝ ʛʦʜʳ!), ʪʘʢ ʠ ʧʨʘʢʪʠʯʝʩʢʠʝ ʩʦʚʝʪʳ ʧʦʜʨʦʩʪʢʘʤ ʦʪ ʧʩʠʭʦʣʦʛʦʚ (ʨʝʯʴ ʧʨʦ 

ʜʚʝ ʯʘʩʪʠ çʄʦʣʦʢʦ ʥʘ ʛʫʙʘʭ ʥʝ ʦʙʩʦʭʣʦè: ʵʢʩʧʝʨʪʳ ʦʪʚʝʯʘʶʪ ʥʘ ʚʦʧʨʦʩʳ ʧʦʜʨʦʩʪʢʦʚè.   

ʅʘʪʠʚʥʘʷ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʘ ʥʘ The-Village.me  

ʇʨʠʤʝʨ ʧʝʨʚʳʡ. çʏʴʷ ʵʪʦ ʢʘʨʪʠʥʘ: ʙʝʣʘʨʫʩʢʦʛʦ ʭʫʜʦʞʥʠʢʘ ʠʣʠ ʩʫʤʘʩʰʝʜʰʝʛʦ? ʊʝʩʪè  

ʅʘʰ ʣʶʙʠʤʳʡ ʪʝʩʪ ʜʣʷ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʘ çɸʨʪ-ɹʝʣʘʨʫʩʴè, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʟʘʥʠʤʘʝʪʩʷ ʚʦʟʚʨʘʱʝʥʠʝʤ ʥʘ ʨʦʜʠʥʫ 

ʢʘʨʪʠʥ ʭʫʜʦʞʥʠʢʦʚ ʠʟ ɹʝʣʘʨʫʩʠ. ʌʦʨʤʘʪ ʠ ʚʥʝʰʥʠʡ ʚʠʜ ʪʝʩʪʘ ʥʘʛʣʷʜʥʦ ʜʝʤʦʥʩʪʨʠʨʫʝʪ 

ʧʨʝʠʤʫʱʝʩʪʚʘ ʬʨʘʥʰʠʟʳ The Village ɹʝʣʘʨʫʩʴ: ʪʘʢʦʛʦ ʥʝʚʝʨʦʷʪʥʦʡ ʢʨʘʩʦʪʳ ʜʠʟʘʡʥʘ ʥʝ 

ʜʦʙʴʝʰʴʩʷ ʥʠ ʚ ʦʜʥʦʤ ʠʟ ʙʝʣʘʨʫʩʢʠʭ ʤʝʜʠʘ. ʅʦ ʨʝʯʴ ʥʝ ʪʦʣʴʢʦ ʧʨʦ ʢʨʘʩʦʪʫ ï ʩʘʤʘ ʠʜʝʷ ʪʝʩʪʘ 

ʯʝʪʢʦ ʙʴʝʪ ʚ ʮʝʣʴ.  

ɺ ʧʫʙʣʠʢʘʮʠʠ ʝʩʪʴ ʚʩʝ ʩʦʩʪʘʚʣʷʶʱʠʝ ʫʩʧʝʰʥʦʡ ʥʘʪʠʚʢʠ: ʚʦ-ʧʝʨʚʳʭ, ʧʨʦʚʦʢʘʮʠʷ ʚ ʩʘʤʦʡ ʠʜʝʝ 

(ʨʘʙʦʪʳ ʵʢʩʧʨʝʩʩʠʦʥʠʩʪʦʚ ʠ ʧʨʠʤʠʪʠʚʠʩʪʦʚ ʨʝʘʣʴʥʦ ʧʦʨʦʡ ʩʧʫʪʘʪʴ ʩ ʨʠʩʫʥʢʘʤʠ ʰʠʟʦʬʨʝʥʠʢʦʚ), 

ʚʦ-ʚʪʦʨʳʭ, ʧʫʙʣʠʢʘʮʠʷ ʱʝʢʦʯʝʪ ʏʉɺ ʯʠʪʘʪʝʣʷ (ʢʘʢ ʧʨʠʷʪʥʦ ʧʨʦʡʪʠ ʪʝʩʪ ʠ ʫʙʝʜʠʪʴʩʷ, ʯʪʦ ʪʳ 

ʨʘʟʙʠʨʘʝʰʴʩʷ ʚ ʞʠʚʦʧʠʩʠ), ʚ-ʪʨʝʪʴʠʭ, ʝʩʪʴ ʧʦʣʴʟʘ ʜʣʷ ʙʨʝʥʜʘ (ʘ ʢʘʢ ʝʱʸ ʨʘʩʩʢʘʟʘʪʴ ʪʳʩʷʯʘʤ 

ʩʥʦʙʦʚ, ʯʠʪʘʶʱʠʭ The-Village ɹʝʣʘʨʫʩʴ, ʯʪʦ ʪʳ ʧʨʠʚʦʟʠʰʴ ʧʦʜʣʠʥʥʠʢʠ ʉʫʪʠʥʘ ʚ ɹʝʣʘʨʫʩʴ?).  

ʇʨʠʤʝʨ ʚʪʦʨʦʡ. ç10 ʧʦʜʘʨʢʦʚ ʜʣʷ ʣʶʜʝʡ, ʫ ʢʦʪʦʨʳʭ ʝʩʪʴ ʚʩʸè  

ʕʪʦʪ ʧʨʠʤʝʨ ʩʦʚʤʝʩʪʥʦʛʦ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʘ ʩ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʝʡ çʊʝʭʥʦʢʣʘʩʩè ʥʘʛʣʷʜʥʦ ʠʣʣʶʩʪʨʠʨʫʝʪ ʪʦʪ ʬʘʢʪ, 

ʯʪʦ the-village.me ʯʠʪʘʶʪ ʣʶʜʠ ʩ ʜʦʭʦʜʦʤ ʚʳʰʝ ʩʨʝʜʥʝʛʦ. ɺ ʧʨʝʜʜʚʝʨʠʠ ʧʨʘʟʜʥʠʢʦʚ ʦʩʥʦʚʥʦʡ 

ʧʨʦʙʣʝʤʦʡ ʜʣʷ ʪʘʢʦʡ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʠ ʩʪʘʥʦʚʠʪʩʷ ʚʳʙʦʨ ʧʦʜʘʨʢʦʚ: ʥʫ ʧʨʘʚʜʘ, ʥʝ ʛʝʣʴ ʜʣʷ ʜʫʰʘ ʞʝ 

ʜʘʨʠʪʴ ʟʥʘʢʦʤʦʤʫ ʪʦʧ-ʤʝʥʝʜʞʝʨʫ? 100 ʜʦʣʣʘʨʦʚ ʚ ʢʦʥʚʝʨʪ ʪʦʞʝ ʢʣʘʩʪʴ ʢʘʢ-ʪʦ ʥʝʣʦʚʢʦ. ɸ ʚʦʪ 

ʚʘʢʫʫʤʘʪʦʨ, ʛʣʘʜʠʣʴʥʳʡ ʢʘʪʦʢ ʠʣʠ ʧʦʜʦʛʨʝʚʘʪʝʣʴ ʜʣʷ ʪʘʨʝʣʦʢ ʨʝʘʣʴʥʦ ʤʦʛʫʪ ʩʧʘʩʪʠ ʩʠʪʫʘʮʠʶ, 

ʙʣʘʛʦ ʚʩʝ ʵʪʦ ʤʦʞʥʦ ʢʫʧʠʪʴ ʚ ʙʝʣʘʨʫʩʢʦʤ ʩʘʣʦʥʝ ʙʳʪʦʚʦʡ ʪʝʭʥʠʢʠ. ʅʘʜʦ ʩʢʘʟʘʪʴ, ʯʪʦ ʥʘʰʠ 

ʨʝʢʣʘʤʦʜʘʪʝʣʠ ʦʯʝʥʴ ʣʶʙʷʪ ʬʦʨʤʘʪ ʜʘʡʜʞʝʩʪʘ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʧʦʟʚʦʣʷʝʪ ʨʘʩʩʢʘʟʘʪʴ ʩʨʘʟʫ ʦ 

ʥʝʩʢʦʣʴʢʠʭ ʢʦʥʢʨʝʪʥʳʭ ʪʦʚʘʨʘʭ ʚ ʦʜʥʦʡ ʧʫʙʣʠʢʘʮʠʠ, ʥʫ ʘ ʤʳ ï ʣʶʙʠʤ ʧʨʠʜʫʤʳʚʘʪʴ 

ʥʝʪʨʠʚʠʘʣʴʥʫʶ ʪʝʤʘʪʠʢʫ ʵʪʠʭ ʜʘʡʜʞʝʩʪʦʚ.  

http://the-village.me/
http://www.the-village.me/village/culture/kult-specproject/267117-test-painting
http://www.the-village.me/village/service-shopping/specials-style/270543-specials
http://the-village.me/
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ʇʨʠʤʝʨ ʪʨʝʪʠʡ. çʗ ʞʠʚʫ ʚ ʢʚʘʨʪʠʨʝ, ʢʦʪʦʨʫʶ ʚʳʠʛʨʘʣ ʦʪ çɽʚʨʦʦʧʪʘè  

ʅʘ ʩʘʡʪʝ The Village ɹʝʣʘʨʫʩʴ  ʠʩʪʦʨʠʯʝʩʢʠ ʩʫʱʝʩʪʚʫʝʪ ʨʫʙʨʠʢʘ çʢʚʘʨʪʠʨʘ ʥʝʜʝʣʠè, ʘ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʷ 

çɽʚʨʦʦʧʪè ʥʝʩʢʦʣʴʢʦ ʣʝʪ ʧʦʜʨʷʜ ʨʘʟʳʛʨʳʚʘʝʪ ʵʪʠ ʩʘʤʳʝ ʢʚʘʨʪʠʨʳ ʩʨʝʜʠ ʙʝʣʘʨʫʩʦʚ. ʄʳ ʧʨʠʰʣʠ 

ʥʘ ʚʩʪʨʝʯʫ ʩ ʧʨʝʜʩʪʘʚʠʪʝʣʷʤʠ ʙʨʝʥʜʘ ʠ ʧʨʝʜʣʦʞʠʣʠ ʠʤ ʩʦʚʤʝʩʪʠʩʴ ʥʘʰʠ ʠʩʪʦʨʠʠ ï ʧʦʣʫʯʠʣʩʷ 

ʧʨʝʢʨʘʩʥʳʡ ʧʨʠʤʝʨ ʥʘʪʠʚʢʠ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʝʱʸ ʠ ʯʠʪʘʪʝʣʶ ʧʦʥʨʘʚʠʪʩʷ (ʧʦ ʧʨʦʩʤʦʪʨʘʤ ʵʪʦʪ ʪʝʢʩʪ 

ʚʳʜʘʣ ʯʝʩʪʥʳʝ 25 ʪʳʩʷʯ ʫʥʠʢʦʚ). ʏʪʦ ʢʩʪʘʪʠ ʥʝ ʫʜʠʚʠʪʝʣʴʥʦ: ʢʦʤʫ ʥʝ ʣʶʙʦʧʳʪʥʦ ʟʘʛʣʷʥʫʪʴ ʚ 

ʟʘʤʦʯʥʫʶ ʩʢʚʘʞʠʥʫ ʢ ʩʯʘʩʪʣʠʚʯʠʢʘʤ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʚʳʠʛʨʘʣʠ ʢʚʘʨʪʠʨʫ, ʧʨʦʩʪʦ ʧʦʢʫʧʘʷ ʝʜʫ ʚ 

ʛʠʧʝʨʤʘʨʢʝʪʘʭ!  

ɸʣʝʩʷ ɾʫʢ, CityDog.by, ʩʦʚʣʘʜʝʣʝʮ, ʢʦʤʤʝʨʯʝʩʢʠʡ ʜʠʨʝʢʪʦʨ 

http://www.the-village.me/village/city/specials-city/268897-specials
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ʀʟ ʚʩʝʭ ʥʘʪʠʚʥʳʭ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʦʚ, ʨʝʘʣʠʟʦʚʘʥʥʳʭ ʥʘ CityDog.by ʚ 2018 ʤʥʝ ʦʩʦʙʝʥʥʦ ʭʦʯʝʪʩʷ 

ʦʪʤʝʪʠʪʴ ʩʧʝʮʧʨʦʝʢʪ çʀʜʝʠè, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʡ ʤʳ ʨʝʘʣʠʟʦʚʘʣʠ ʩʦʚʤʝʩʪʥʦ ʩʦ ʐʚʝʜʩʢʠʤ ʠʥʩʪʠʪʫʪʦʤ. 

ɺ ʨʘʤʢʘʭ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʘ ʤʳ ʩʦʟʜʘʣʠ ʨʫʙʨʠʢʫ ʥʝ ʦ ʐʚʝʮʠʠ, ʘ ʥʘ ʧʨʠʤʝʨʘʭ ʐʚʝʮʠʠ. ɺʩʝ ʚʟʷʪʳʝ ʪʝʤʳ 

ʙʳʣʠ ʥʘ ʧʝʨʝʩʝʯʝʥʠʠ ʧʦʚʝʩʪʢʠ CityDog.by (ʪʝʤʘʪʠʢʠ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʚ ʥʘʰʝʤ ʤʝʜʠʘ ʭʦʨʦʰʦ ʯʠʪʘʶʪ ʠ 

ʦʙʩʫʞʜʘʶʪ) ʠ ʰʚʝʜʩʢʦʛʦ ʦʧʳʪʘ, ʣʘʡʬʩʪʘʡʣʘ ʠ public policy. ʕʪʦ ʧʦʤʦʛʣʦ ʥʘʤ ʘʢʪʫʘʣʠʟʠʨʦʚʘʪʴ 

ʧʫʙʣʠʢʘʮʠʠ ʜʣʷ ʤʠʥʩʢʦʛʦ ʯʠʪʘʪʝʣʷ ʠ ʠʟʙʝʞʘʪʴ ʩʢʝʧʩʠʩʘ (çɼ-ʘ-ʘ-ʘ ʣʘʜʥʦ, ʟʘʯʝʤ ʤʥʝ ʯʠʪʘʪʴ ʧʨʦ 

ʐʚʝʮʠʶ. ɻʜʝ ʤʳ, ʘ ʛʜʝ ʦʥʠè). 

 

ʄʳ ʥʝ ʧʠʩʘʣʠ ʦ ʐʚʝʮʠʠ ʥʘʧʨʷʤʫʶ, ʚ ʣʦʙ, ʥʦ ʥʘ ʰʚʝʜʩʢʠʭ ʧʨʠʤʝʨʘʭ ʛʦʚʦʨʠʣʠ ʦ ʚʦʧʨʦʩʘʭ ʠ 

ʧʨʦʙʣʝʤʘʭ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʚʦʣʥʫʶʪ ʩʦʚʨʝʤʝʥʥʦʛʦ ʧʨʦʜʚʠʥʫʪʦʛʦ ʤʠʥʯʘʥʠʥʘ: ʦ ʩʚʦʙʦʜʝ, ʦʪʥʦʰʝʥʠʷʭ, 

ʚʦʩʧʠʪʘʥʠʠ ʜʝʪʝʡ, ʟʘʨʘʙʦʪʢʝ ʠ ʨʘʟʫʤʥʦʡ ʙʝʨʝʞʣʠʚʦʩʪʠ, ʦʙʨʘʟʦʚʘʥʠʠ ʠ ʣʠʯʥʦʩʪʥʦʤ ʨʘʟʚʠʪʠʠ, 

ʤʦʜʝ, ʠʥʪʝʨʝʩʥʦʤ ʜʦʩʫʛʝ. ʄʝʪʨʠʢʠ ʜʘʥʥʦʛʦ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʘ ʙʳʣʠ ʚʳʰʝ ʩʨʝʜʥʝʨʝʜʘʢʮʠʦʥʥʳʭ, ʯʪʦ ʚ 

ʦʯʝʨʝʜʥʦʡ ʨʘʟ ʫʢʨʝʧʣʷʝʪ ʤʝʥʷ ʚʦ ʤʥʝʥʠʠ, ʯʪʦ ʣʫʯʰʝ ʚʩʝʛʦ ʥʘʪʠʚʥʘʷ ʨʝʢʣʘʤʘ ʨʘʙʦʪʘʝʪ ʚ ʪʝʭ 

ʬʦʨʤʘʪʘʭ, ʢʦʪʦʨʳʝ ʧʨʠʚʳʯʥʳ ʜʣʷ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʠ ʢʦʥʢʨʝʪʥʦʛʦ ʠʟʜʘʥʠʷ, ʘ ʩʠʣʘ ʚ ʧʨʦʩʪʦʪʝ.  

ʂʦʤʧʘʥʠʷ velcom ʧʦʩʪʘʚʠʣʘ ʧʝʨʝʜ ʥʘʤʠ ʟʘʜʘʯʫ ʧʨʠʚʣʝʯʴ ʮʝʣʝʚʫʶ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʶ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʘ çʂʣʘʩʩʠʢʘ 

ʫ ʈʘʪʫʰʠè ï ʛʦʨʦʞʘʥ ʄʠʥʩʢʘ, ʣʶʙʠʪʝʣʝʡ ʢʣʘʩʩʠʯʝʩʢʦʡ ʤʫʟʳʢʠ ï ʢ ʬʝʩʪʠʚʘʣʶ. ɺ ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʝ ʤʳ 

ʨʝʘʣʠʟʦʚʘʣʠ ʧʨʦʝʢʪ ʠʟ ʜʚʫʭ ʠʥʪʝʨʝʨʘʢʪʠʚʦʚ. ɼʣʷ ʧʝʨʚʦʛʦ çʍʦʨʦʰʦ ʣʠ ʚʳ ʟʥʘʝʪʝ ʄʠʥʩʢ? ʋʛʘʜʘʡʪʝ 

ʤʠʥʩʢʠʝ ʤʝʩʪʘ ʧʦ ʟʚʫʢʘʤè ʤʳ ʚʟʷʣʠ 8 ʟʚʫʢʦʚ, ʟʥʘʢʦʚʳʭ ʜʣʷ ʄʠʥʩʢʘ ʠ ʧʦʧʨʦʩʠʣʠ ʯʠʪʘʪʝʣʝʡ 

ʫʛʘʜʘʪʴ, ʯʪʦ ʵʪʦ ʟʘ ʦʥʠ. ɼʣʷ ʚʪʦʨʦʛʦ ï çShazam ʧʦ-ʤʠʥʩʢʠ. ʋʛʘʜʘʡʪʝ: ʢʘʢʫʶ ʤʝʣʦʜʠʶ ʧʳʪʘʶʪʩʷ 

ʩʧʝʪʴ ʤʠʥʯʘʥʝ? (ʪʝʩʪ)è ʚʦ ʚʨʝʤʷ ʦʜʥʦʛʦ ʠʟ ʢʦʥʮʝʨʪʦʚ çʂʣʘʩʩʠʢʘ ʫ ʈʘʪʫʰʠè ʧʦʧʨʦʩʠʣʠ ʤʠʥʯʘʥ 

ʧʦʩʣʫʰʘʪʴ ʠ ʚʦʩʧʨʦʠʟʚʝʩʪʠ ʢʫʩʢʠ ʢʣʘʩʩʠʯʝʩʢʠʭ ʧʨʦʠʟʚʝʜʝʥʠʡ. ɿʘʧʠʩʘʣʠ ʥʘ ʚʠʜʝʦ ʠ ʧʦʩʣʝ 

ʧʦʧʨʦʩʠʣʠ ʥʘʰʠʭ ʯʠʪʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʫʛʘʜʘʪʴ ʧʨʦʠʟʚʝʜʝʥʠʝ.  

http://citydog.by/allposts/rubric/ideas/
http://citydog.by/post/test-zvuki/
http://citydog.by/post/test-zvuki/
http://citydog.by/post/test-classic/
http://citydog.by/post/test-classic/
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ʉʦʚʤʝʩʪʥʦ ʩ ʋʇ çʂʦʢʘ-ʂʦʣʘ ɹʝʚʨʠʜʞʠʟ ɹʝʣʦʨʫʩʩʠʷè ʤʳ ʨʘʩʩʢʘʟʳʚʘʣʠ ʥʘʰʠʤ ʯʠʪʘʪʝʣʷʤ ʦ 

ʙʠʟʥʝʩ-ʰʢʦʣʝ çʆʪ ʠʜʝʠ ʜʦ ʙʠʟʥʝʩʘè ï ʩʦʮʠʘʣʴʥʦ-ʦʙʨʘʟʦʚʘʪʝʣʴʥʦʤ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʝ, ʨʝʘʣʠʟʫʝʤʦʤ ʚ 

ʨʘʤʢʘʭ ʤʝʞʜʫʥʘʨʦʜʥʦʡ ʧʨʦʛʨʘʤʤʳ Youth Empowered ɻʨʫʧʧʦʡ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʡ Coca-Cola HBC. ɺ 

ʨʝʟʫʣʴʪʘʪʝ ʧʦʣʫʯʠʣʘʩʴ ʧʦʟʥʘʚʘʪʝʣʴʥʘʷ ʩʝʨʠʷ ʤʘʪʝʨʠʘʣʦʚ ʦ ʪʦʤ, ʢʘʢ ʟʘʧʫʩʪʠʪʴ ʩʚʦʡ ʙʠʟʥʝʩ, 

ʥʘʧʨʠʤʝʨ, ʚʦʪ ʦʜʠʥ ʠʟ ʥʠʭ: çɺ 40 ʝʝ ʫʚʦʣʠʣʠ ʠʟ ʢʦʩʤʝʪʠʯʝʩʢʦʡ ʢʦʤʧʘʥʠʠ ï ʦʥʘ ñʧʦʩʪʘʨʝʣʘòè. 

ʕʢʩʧʝʨʪʢʘ ʦ ʪʦʤ, ʢʘʢʦʚʦ ʵʪʦ, ʙʳʪʴ ʙʠʟʥʝʩʚʫʤʝʥ ʚ ʇʦʣʴʰʝ (ʜʘ ʠ ʚ ɹʝʣʘʨʫʩʠ ʪʦʞʝ)  

ɺ ʵʪʦʤ ʛʦʜʫ ʚ ʥʘʰʠʭ ʧʣʘʥʘʭ ʚ ʧʝʨʚʫʶ ʦʯʝʨʝʜʴ ʧʨʦʜʦʣʞʘʪʴ ʨʘʙʦʪʘʪʴ ʥʘ ʧʦʚʳʰʝʥʠʝ ʢʘʯʝʩʪʚʘ 

ʥʘʪʠʚʥʳʭ ʧʫʙʣʠʢʘʮʠʡ ʠ ʧʦʢʘʟʘʪʝʣʝʡ ʚʦʚʣʝʯʝʥʥʦʩʪʠ ʘʫʜʠʪʦʨʠʠ. 

https://www.facebook.com/ideatobiz
http://citydog.by/post/women-coca-cola/

